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Hawaii Healing Garden Festival
Statewide This Summer!
Good things are growing in
the garden! All across the
state this summer, the Hawaii
Healing Garden Festival offers a
moveable feast that is not to be
missed. The festival celebrates
the diverse multi-cultural
healing arts, health & wellness,
and green sustainable living.
Cultural practitioners share
Ayurvedic, Japanese, Chinese,
Filipino, Western, Polynesian
and Hawaiian native traditions
of working with plants for
health and healing.

Find out which plants, trees and
teas can be useful for diabetes
prevention, high blood pressure,
enhancing fertility, keeping
cool in the summer (or during
menopause), alleviating pain,
or have anti-biotic properties.
Purchase native plants, or
fruits from the plant sale, or
experience raw, macrobiotic,
vegan cuisine. Try delicious
Chinese dietary therapy cooked
with herbs for longevity. Taste
medicinal teas and organically
grown foods.

Study la’u lapa’au with
renowned teachers such as Kaipo
Kaikane, Levon Ohai, Kumu
Kehaulani Kekua. Learn about
Filipino healing arts traditions
with Virgil Apostol of Rumsua
Traditions and Patria Agulana
RN. Explore Chinese medicine
with Leon Letoto L.Ac, or find
medicine growing at your feet
with David Leonard L.Ac.
Learn about adaptogenic plants
from Dr. Michael Ancharski, or
Amazonian plants and herbs
from world expert Jerome River
Black of Herbs America.

Enjoy the Healthy Expo
and enjoy
locally
made
products or book a massage
sample health practitioners
or take a qi Kung class in the
labyrinth, or meet new friends
on the botanical walking
tour. There is something for
everyone to experience and
learn, and great entertainment
with hula, and musicians such
as Paula Fuga, Makana and
friends and more.

Find out about herbal oils and
self-massage that can improve
your tennis game! Come and
play with the Garden Fairy
Godmother, or taste and feel
the medicinal properties of
tea at the Mad Hatter’s Tea
Party. There is also a children’s
Little Green Thumb program,
and art in the garden too.
Need more? How about soil
testing, worms & vermi-culture,
organic gardening, farm to table
cooking classes, workshops and
farm tours. Learn about herbs,
spices and easy to grow kitchen
garden food from many cultures
that have been grown and used
in Hawaii for generations. Learn
useful diet tips that keep your
family healthy with easy to
grow plants such as lemon
grass, marungi, ginger, tumeric
(olena), mint or Hawaiian
noni.
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Join us on Kauai at Malama
Kauai June 21, Oahu at Waimea
Valley on Aug 23, Maui at Maui
Community College on Sept.
27 or Amy Greenwell Garden
in Captain Cook, Kona on Dec
1. Additional workshops and
tours are scheduled the days
following the Festivals at unique
locations on each island.
Find the healthy things that
bring us all together and
celebrate
Hawaii’
cultural
diversity. You will feel good
after a day in the Healing
Garden. See you there! To find
out more information, speaker
bios, children’s programs,
map or directions, recipes,
or register for workshops
throughout the week of the
festival on each island, please
visit us on line at http://www.
HawaiiHealingGarden.com, or
call (808) 638-0888.
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KHWA Members at PMRF Fair
on Kauai’s Westside
Great! An opportunity to be
in an Expo on the west side of
the island! But, wait a minute, at Barking
Sands? On a military base? What had I
gotten us into?
Well, it was absolutely wonderful! A bit strange but, it really was a wonderful
day! Lorna and her crew for the Expo
started out by giving each of us vendors
a shell lei and their personal gratitude
for our participation. Next, they fed us
all day—beverages, pizza, sandwiches,
cookies, blueberry muffins—you get the
picture. Oh, and did I mention live
music and give-aways? But, the
best part of all was the people.
Here we are at an Expo with our
Customized Spiritual Journeys booth, with our crystals, Tibetan Bowls, Meditation
CDs and information on Intuitive Reiki, channeling and personal growth classes. All
around us are military personnel and family. Many of them in fatiques and armed.
So, here we are standing in the middle of a military base talking about channeling
and the healing possibilities
of Intuitive Reiki, crystals
and Tibetan Bowls—what
a hoot!

But, also, how

absolutely wonderful!

We

went to the Expo to reach
out. We left the Expo being
touched by the grace and humanity of those we met there—it was indeed a grand,
successful event! Well done Lorna and crew.

The Kauai Health and Wellness Association is a
non-profit membership-based organization
of businesses and professionals. KWHA provides
a unified voice to inspire proactive change and
positive community involvement.
For information on the new Member Directory
call Fran Becker at 246-8986. www.kauaihwa.org
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Ancestral
Prayer
Lord, For Myself, My Spouse, All
Our Family Members, All Our
Relationships, All Our Ancestors And
All Their Relationships Back Through
All Time, Through All Of Our Live
Lord, Please Help Us All Forgive, Be
Forgiven, And All Forgive Ourselves
Completely And Totally, Now And
Forever, Please Lord, Thank You Lord
(Repeat 3 Times) Lord, Fill Us All With
Your Love And Give Us All Complete
Peace Now And Forever, Please Lord,
Thank You Lord (Repeat 3 Times)
Lord, We Thank You For Your Love,
We Thank You For Your Blessings,
We Thank You For The Gift Of Life And
All The Many Gifts You Give Us Daily,
Thank You Lord, Thank You Lord,
Thank You Lord
(Repeat 3 Times)
Amen”
A daily prayer specially written for the
people of Kauai by Howard Wills.

By Andrea Nandoskar
Picture yourself alone & barefoot
wandering in a familiar wood
just before dusk. Slowly the sun
fades after a glowing moment of
radiance bathing everything in
a luminous golden light. The
wind gently whispers through
the wood and the sound of insects & small night creatures gently
and rhythmically creates nature’s music. You sit and rest by a
weeping willow next to a grove of your favorite trees—Apple,
Bamboo, or whatever pleases you. The Earth’s vibration draws
you down and grounds you. Instinctively you feel yourself
rooted like a plant—veins & shoots sprouting and reaching
deep below the crust of the soil. You are straight and mighty
like a warrior yet humble & receptive to the energies & love
that surround you. Focus your concentration on yourself as a
living root & plant--the top of your physical body reaching out
to worlds unknown & new dimensions. Breathe
deeply & slowly drawing nourishment from the
Earth into your plant body allowing it to rise &
fill you with light. Rest briefly with awareness at
each chakra—your root, the second chakra, solar
plexus, heart, throat and then fixing your attention
on the third eye. Visualize a doorway into other worlds. Continue
breathing & basking in the love & pure vibration around you.
When you feel ready slowly enter the doorway with your
consciousness focusing love & energy on this spot. Imagine the
color Indigo—deep, deep blue enveloping your awareness until
your entire consciousness is floating in its richness. You have no
tasks, obligations, duties, no body or mind just an awareness—a
feeling of floating and a deep sense of peace. At one with all
vibrations—you are timeless. Continue to breath & enjoy this
first journey into other dimensions. Afterwards—slowly recede
back through the door thanking the Universe
for your gifts and revisit each chakra going
slowly down into the Earth. Then open your
eyes—give thanks & enjoy the abundance &
beauty of nature around you. Aum. Shanti Shanti Shanti Aum.
May all be fed. May all be sheltered. May all be loved.

www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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Spirit

by Joanna Petterson International Pro Downhill Racer

I am not a writer. My tenses and prose will be mostly wrong and my
grammar may be a little out of whack. But I can read, and reading an
article in 1997 is what helped inspire this journey I am on. I stood in
Borders browsing the magazine racks, leafing through pages of sports
and lifestyle articles. As I glanced up I saw a cover with an image of a
punk rock looking girl, her hair wild and nose pierced, and around her
neck she wore her deceased pet piranha. I was shocked and intrigued.
How and why did she get on the cover, what did she do? I proceeded
to read the magazine and discovered her name, Missy “the missile”
Giove, and that she rode a bike for a living. Wow. What was this sport,
mountain biking? Bikes with suspension and disc brakes and people in
full body armor hurling themselves down the mountain. I was 17 and
I was on a mission from that point on to make a mountain bike racer
of myself. My dad’s fully rigid bike became my means of transport. I
rode it to volleyball and soccer practice, I bombed down the hill from
the Wailua Homesteads to Coco Palms. And I attempted climbing and
descending Sleeping Giant. The mud got in my eyes and my cantilever
brakes screeched as adrenalin pumped through my veins. I was
hooked.
After a year at the University of Hawai`i at Manoa, where I road my
first mountain bike on the UCI World Cup course on O`ahu, I moved
to Colorado. When I was 20 years old I got a full suspension bike and
raced my first downhill race in Angelfire, New Mexico. I won that race
and never looked back. From there I raced a few races my first season,
upgraded to expert for two seasons as I learned the ropes and began
racing professionally. I’ve been racing downhill and mountain cross
at the US races for six years now, zig-zagging the country, and last
year racing my second World Cup, where I got my first World Cup
mountain cross Podium.
Today I am sitting in a motel, traveling to Colorado for a race this
weekend and on Tuesday I’ll board the plane bound for Slovenia and
the start of my first World Cup tour. I live a dream. I am not rich
in monetary terms, not by a long shot, but the memories I have and
the memories I am making are worth every struggle with federations
and governing bodies and consulates and sponsors. Inspiration can
come in strange forms - maybe someone will say something to you that
catches your attention, maybe you’ll see an image that gives you reason
to pause and consider, or maybe you’ll read about someone just like
you who found something, picked it up and made it hers.
If I can inspire one woman, one child, one person to take that chance,
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Abandon

that one in a million risk that everyone thinks you are crazy for doing,
then I can smile and thank the universe for helping us believe. Believe
in the unlikely, believe in the difficult, challenging and impossible.
A very wise man told me recently, “Ride with abandon.” Take that
advice and at the end of the day, I’m pretty sure you just might be
laughing.
From November to March my season slows down, so I was able to
spend that time on Kaua`i with my family. I worked at Two Wheels
in Kapa`a and the Kauai Athletic Club, spent my spare time surfing,
riding and playing on the farm. I met some really great people and
got in touch with some friends from my childhood. A community of
people are working to create more trails and riding areas in hopes of
attracting newcomers to the sport.
Riding a bike is just that, as easy as riding a bike. So get out there,
oil up that chain and go for a spin on the new trail Kaua`i has built.
Admire the coast line and think to yourself, Lucky I Live Kaua`i.

Check out joannapetterson.com for race reports, updates and photos from the road, and feel free to contact me
if you want to talk bikes, Kaua`i, surfing or just about anything.
Nineteen year old Chase Bohn, son of Charles
and Giesele ‘Gigi’ Bohn of Lawa`i, Kaua`i, is
currently competing in the National Mountain Bike
Series and the National Cup Series of this spring
and summer 2008 racing season. He is now on a
road trip with Keale Hoff Victorino, also of Lawa`i,
competing in downhill events from Northern to
Southern California.
His love for riding bicycles started at the ripe old
age of three, when he would try to race against his
parents on the contour road at Koke’e. Over
the years he has ridden anything that had two
wheels, from BMX bicycles to mopeds to dirt bikes to mountain bicycles.  From this diversity in riding machines
he found that pedaling on his own power is what he enjoys most of all.
From his first experience with downhill racing at the 2005 Crankworx Festival held at Whistler Mountain,
BC, Canada he had an epiphany and realized he had a knack for racing. For the past four years he has inspired
and gathered together a group of young men who ride and travel together to races both in Canada and the
West Coast. He has competed in downhill races on O`ahu for the past two years and has done exceptionally
well. He feels that there should be more nationally-recognized races in Hawai`i in order to expose local riders
to national competition.  
He would like to thank his mentors, Jason, Heather, Bruce and Eric at Kauai Cycle for the support and hands-on
education that enabled him to develop the necessary skills to both build and maintain his racing machines, a.k.a.
mountain bikes. Special thanks to Joanna Petterson, NORBA Pro Women’s Class, for inspiring him to GO FOR IT!
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KAUAI

CELEBRATES

HEALTHY AGING!
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based, physical
activity program designed for older adults
60+. The program was developed and tested
by researchers at the University of Washington
(UW), in collaboration with Senior Services and
Group Health Cooperative (GHC). Its mission is to
provide communities with an effective, researchdriven program to improve the overall functional
fitness and well-being of older adults.
The program includes a multi-component,
group exercise design which addresses balance,
strength, endurance, and flexibility, and is geared
to the level of both active and frail older adults.
EnhanceFitness is to help older people enjoy
life by being physically active, and provides an
opportunity to be with friends and meet new
people. It is commonly recognized that regular
physical activity in the older adult population
can decrease the risk of developing high blood
pressure, osteoporosis, heart disease, diabetes and
depression.
The County of Kaua‘i Agency on Elderly Affairs
(KAEA) has been participating in a statewide
Healthy Aging Project (HAP) initiative since 2003,
along with the State Executive Office on Aging, Department of Health,
University of Hawai‘i, Area Agencies on Aging and other state and local
partners. The goal of HAP is to improve the health status of older
adults through improved nutrition and increased physical activity.
In 2006, there was a 3-year funding opportunity from the Administration
on Aging to implement evidence-based, disease prevention programs
as part of the its Choices for Independence initiative. KAEA proposed
to implement the EnhanceFitness program as it recognized a growing
need and interest to provide a physical activity program on an ongoing, weekly basis specifically for older adults. Healthy aging is also
one of six goals in the Kaua‘i Area Plan and State Plan on Aging.
The KAEA has developed partnerships to address and celebrate
Kauai’s Healthy Aging Project. Partners include Kaua‘i Economic
Opportunity, Inc., Kaua‘i District Health Office, County Dept. of Parks
and Recreation, and 50+ Lifelong Fitness (Terri Halliday). The current
service provider is Kaua‘i Economic Opportunity, Inc.
This collaborative effort led to the launch and implementation of
EnhanceFitness on July 9, 2007 at two sites in the first year of the
grant. These sites are the Waimea and Koloa Neighborhood Centers,
which are collocated senior centers and nutrition sites. Classes are one
hour, held three days a week, taught by certified fitness instructors

who have received special training. Current site instructors are Patti
Pacanas and Debbie Lankford. Terri Halliday is Kauai’s master trainer
and has received additional training to train and support instructors
and see that EnhanceFitness protocols are maintained. During this
second year of the grant, efforts are being made to expand to two
additional sites at Kekaha Neighborhood Center and Hanapepe
Armory (temporary site).
Recruitment efforts were made to encourage seniors aged 60+ who:
participate in the congregate meals and/or senior center programs and
could benefit from a regular physical activity program to decrease the
risk of developing chronic disease or help to improve their chronic
diseases such as high blood pressure, osteoporosis, heart disease,
diabetes and depression, or who suffer from
physical disabilities or are frail.
Overall, the scientific evidence indicates that
participation in EnhanceFitness maintains or
enhances cardio-respiratory fitness, muscle
strength, balance, and flexibility; helps to prevent
falls, as a result of balance training; maintains or
improves physical functioning, particularly for
those who have functional impairments; reduces
healthcare costs (varies according to the frequency
of class participation).
There are currently a total of 45 participants
enrolled at the Koloa and Waimea sites with
a waitlist maintained for those interested in
participating. Fitness checks are conducted at
baseline and at 4-month intervals to evaluate for
each participant’s functional fitness and progress.
Three areas of performance measures are: 1) up
and go, which measures agility and balance; 2)
arm curls, which measures upper body strength;
and 3) chair stands, which measures lower body
strength.
Kauai’s comparative data shows that for both sites,
participants improved in all areas after four months, with significant
improvement in the up and go and chair stands. Mean scores
compared to all other sites throughout the U.S. indicate that Kauai’s
participants are significantly older by five years. Kauai’s seniors also
showed significant improvement in both the chair stands and arm
curls as compared to other sites.
The comments received from participants include: met other seniors
who don’t come to our center; health improved, more energetic; better
balance; I can climb into the tub, walk on tightrope and breathe, all in
the guise of coordination (and) balance; very enjoyable and beneficial
. . . gotten better at balance and have increased leg strength . . . fun to
see and talk story with other participants.
One senior, who just turned a young 90 years old, shared her story
that for the past few years, she stopped participating in the annual
Buddhist O-Bon dance observance during the summer because she
was getting older and didn’t have the stamina and energy to dance.
Thanks to EnhanceFitness, she was again able to enjoy her dancing for
the whole evening.
EnhanceFitness has provided the opportunity for Kauai’s older adults to improve
their health status and quality of life through physical activity. The Healthy Aging partnership is “Working
Together for a Strong, Healthy Kaua‘i” and helping our older adults to make choices for a healthier future.
www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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AMUNA BODY ROLLING

with Lori Potter

rolling up and releasing
the thoracic vertebrae

B

Becoming conscious in our bodies…what
does that mean? Having the ability to go
inside and discover what our physical
patterns are, what they are trying to tell us
…where we are limited and how we may be
creating pain. And then the question arises:
how can we work with these patterns and
become more functional? Yamuna body
rolling teaches us experiential anatomy
which means really learning to feel where
bones, muscles and attachments are. As
we roll out our bodies using small balls
beginning at the origins of our muscles, we
follow them up or down to the insertions.
The first routine we learn and the most
profound is rolling up the spine creating
traction and therefore space between each
vertebra sinking into the bone, tendons,
ligaments and fascia and breathing deeply;
it’s a sensation of cleaning off the bones. It
provides a deep awareness and the ability to
prevent injuries. It also provides
a feeling of well-being
and peace.
In my 22 years of
doing body work,
I have

learned that the majority of pain and
discomfort comes from two things:
contraction or lack of space (shortened
muscles) and from imbalances between
length and strength in an area we use a
lot. This creates poor body alignment
or architecture. When a muscle is used
repetitively and not taken back to its length,
pain or injury can be the result. Also when
something is out of alignment, pain results
and joints wear down.
The idea of fitness is different for
everybody…some feel it means having a
good cardiovascular capacity, for others
it is having good muscle strength or being
stretched and flexible, and some just want
to be slim. As Yamuna Zake (the creater
of body rolling) says, “True fitness simply
means that your body doesn’t hold you
back from doing what you want to do and
you feel good while you’re doing it. Your
fitness depends on what your needs are.”
But if you’re working out or living life and
not aware of dysfunctional patterns you
can be causing more problems than you
know. For example, if a person wants hard
abs with muscle definition, but the posture
is slumped, a workout program that only
tightened the abs would make this pattern
worse. With body rolling, one can
create length in the front of the
torso lifting the rib cage so the
posture becomes more upright
and the person can focus on doing
the strengthening exercises. Or if

someone is trying to develop core strength
but the hips are uneven or twisted forward
or back, it will only cause more pain. By
doing body rolling first and unraveling those
patterns, one can eliminate pain. Another
example is carpel tunnel syndrome. In my
experience, if clients have caught it early
enough and are willing to roll and create
space starting first in their backs then arms
and then inside that narrow area of the
wrist, the muscles relax and the nerves
have the space to sit comfortably without
pain.
Yamuna body rolling goes beyond the
combination of stretching and strengthening
that yoga and pilates offer by adding the
element of massage. It conditions and
lengthens muscles, improves core strength,
enhances posture, flexibility and balance. It
also realigns the spine and joints, relieving
pain and muscle tension while providing a
workout, massage and chiropractic session
all at once.
Yamuna body rolling is a great self-care
technique. Once you learn the routines
well you have the confidence to use it to
explore and maintain your body’s wellbeing on your own. It’s something everyone
can utilize no matter your level of fitness.
Lori Potter offers open public classes in Kapa`a at Hatha Yoga Kaua`i
on Tuesday mornings from 8:30-10am. She also has a private
practice and works out of the Natural Health Clinic in Lihu`e and her
home office in Wailua. Call 822-7267 for more info.
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Invariably on one’s
journey into hatha
yoga one meets an
items that are called
props. Some schools of yoga will not use props,
believing that the body will move into the depth of
the posture through continuing the practice. Some
discourage the use of props theorizing that props
get in the way of the practice and create a separation
within the flow of the practice. Regarding the use
of props, just as regarding the myriad forms of
the practice itself, one school of thought might be
appropriate for one student and not another.
Basically, props (like hatha yoga and the asana) are
tools to aid the practitioner to explore a posture.
They can help the practicing yogi to 1)hold a
posture for a period of time that might strain or
cause pain if done without, 2)help approximate and
guide the student into developing alignment in a
pose, and 3)help to support a challenged or injured
area of the body to safely move into an asana. In
the case of restorative types of yoga, the props can
help “arrange” a yogi’s body in such a way that he
or she may achieve and hold a posture comfortably
over an extended period of time to gently deepen
into the areas that the supports are targeting.
BKS Iyengar is considered the father of the use
of props in yoga. One of the major influences in
bringing hatha yoga to the West, Iyengar was a very
challenged, sickly child when he was introduced to
his guru, Krishnamacharya. Although physically
challenged, Iyengar, with the help of his teacher
(and his own very imaginative mind) devised ways
to help him approximate the correct alignment for
poses. Through his study of alignment principles
and props, Iyengar yoga today is recognized as
the world’s most meticulous system in the use of
props and in paying attention to strict rules in
regards to body and joint alignment in each asana.
(An interesting aside is that Pattabhi Jois’ lineage
of ashtanga-vinyasa yoga, one of the schools that
usually refrains from using props, was taught by
the same guru, Krishnamachayra).
Iyengar’s creativity is a legacy as there seems to be no
prop idea, providing it is giving proper support and
safety, that can’t be considered for the practice.
The list blossoms as resourceful yogis find other
tools in their bag of tricks like bolsters, chairs,
studio walls, milk crates, hand towels, baseboards,
wall slings, eye pillows, ropes, towels, back-bend
benches, old cut up yoga mats, toe separators and
head wraps, to name but a few.
Western marketing, of course, has played its role,
and a beginning yogi on the way to enlightenment
is greeted with combo-packages of mat/strap/
bolster/pillow and embroidered yoga-bag-carryall to help launch him or herself into the world of
hatha yoga.
Some of the basic props used are the yoga mat, the
yoga strap, the yoga block and the yoga blanket.

MATS
The yoga-mat is the yogi’s closest companion.
Known also as the “sticky” mat, it comes in a
variety of sizes, thicknesses, colors and qualities,
eco-friendly and not so eco-friendly. Most bring up
the unspoken koan “Which side is up?” The mat is
a prop to aid in creating a fairly even surface for the
yogi to hold postures without slipping, and serves
to delineate one’s territory in a crowded studio.
That being said, the variations on this theme
abound, depending on the practice. Fiery practices
like ashtanga, power yoga vinyasa and bikram
sometimes require another prop as the sweat factor
has made the “sticky” mat a “slippery” mat; often an
ashtanga blanket/mat or absorbent towel are used
on top of the mat to mop up sweat.
Mats, though, have other purposes (Fig. 1) as they
can be doubled up to protect knees and elbows that
press against unforgiving surfaces, as well as be used
as space creators behind damaged or challenged
joints like knees (Fig. 2). Rolling or folding the
edges of the mat can help in poses like malasana (the
deep squat) to help yogis maintain balance when
heels can’t/won’t touch the floor (Fig. 3).

STRAPS
Straps come in varied sizes, lengths and designs. In
this yogi’s opinion, longer=better (but I’m 6’8” so
that may influence my judgment here).
For tight hamstrings, quads and triceps, and for
injured lower backs, or any movement that is
required to help the body achieve a lengthening
or opening, the use of straps can be beneficial.
A common situation is the seated forward fold
(pasciamottanasana) where in an effort to get depth
in the pose the yogi can use a strap around the ball
of the foot to open the arch and activate the back of
the knee, Achilles tendon and calf, and to alleviate
too much strain into the small of the back (Fig. 6).
To aid in opening the upper chest, shoulder and
armpit region, straps can be used to move into and
support the opening (Fig. 7 and 7a).
In Figure 8 the yogi is using the strap to help extend
the leg into “big toe hold” (padangusthasana). Straps
can also be used to initialize an energy movement
awareness as in Figure 9 and the downward facing
dog position.
These are some of the basic uses of just two of the
main props used in a hatha yoga practice. In the
next issue of Inspiration we will look at two others
- the yoga blanket and the yoga block.
Sometimes to get a clear vision of a situation one’s
responsibility is to shift perspective. Yoga props are
just that – aids or guides for shifting perception.
May we realize a peace that depends on --- Nothing.
Namaste
Paul Reynolds is an all-levels Hatha Vinyasa teacher on the island of
Kaua`i. His current teaching schedule can be found at
www.unlimited-ideas.com or call Paul at 650-773-3422.
www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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The following excerpt is taken from the book

Change Your Thoughts Change Your Life Living the Wisdom of the Tao
								

It is published by Hay House (July 31, 2007) and available at all bookstores or online at: www.hayhouse.com

Living in the Flow

The Tao and water are
synonymous according
to the teachings of
Lao-tzu.
You
are
water; water is you.
Think about the first nine months of your
life after conception: You lived in, and
were nourished by, amniotic fluid, which is
truly unconditional love flowing into you .
. . flowing as you. You are now 75 percent
water (and your brain is 85 percent), and the
rest is simply muscled water.
Think about the mysterious magical nature
of this liquid energy that we take for granted.
Try to squeeze it, and it eludes us; relax our
hands into it, and we experience it readily. If
it stays stationary, it will become stagnant; if
it is allowed to flow, it will stay pure. It does
not seek the high spots to be above it all, but
settles for the lowest places. It gathers into
rivers, lakes, and streams; courses to the sea;
and then evaporates to fall again as rain. It
maps out nothing and it plays no favorites:
It doesn’t intend to provide sustenance to the
animals and plants. It has no plans to irrigate
the fields; to slake our thirst; or to provide
the opportunity to swim, sail, ski, and scuba
dive. These are some of the benefits that
come naturally from water simply doing
what it does and being what it is.
The Tao asks you to clearly see the parallels
between you and this naturally flowing
substance that allows life to sustain itself. Live
as water lives, since you are water. Become
as contented as is the fluid that animates
and supports you. Let your thoughts and
behaviors move smoothly in accordance
with the nature of all things. It is natural for
you to be gentle, to allow others to be free
to go where they’re inclined to go, and to
be as they need to be without interference
from you. It is natural to trust in the eternal
flow, be true to your inner inclinations,
and stick to your word. It is natural to treat
everyone as an equal. All of these lessons can
be derived by observing how water, which
sustains all life, behaves. It simply moves,
and the benefits it provides occur from it
being what it is, in harmony with the present
moment and knowing the truth of precisely
how to behave.
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by Dr. Wayne Dyer

What follows is what Lao-tzu might say to
you, based upon his writing of the eighth
verse of the Tao Te Ching:

the container are you fool, Satan, or I will kill
you, the crystals break apart, are distorted,
and seem confused.

When you’re free to flow as
water, you’re free to communicate
naturally—information
is exchanged, and knowledge
advances in a way that benefits
everyone.

The implications of Emoto’s work are
stupendous. Since consciousness is located
within us and we’re essentially water, then
if we’re out of balance in our intentions,
it’s within the realm of possibility that our
intentions can impact the entire planet (and
beyond) in a destructive way. As our creator,
the eternal Tao, might put it, “Water of life
am I, poured forth for thirsty men.”

Be careful not to assign yourself a place of
importance above anyone else. Be receptive
to everyone, particularly those who may
not routinely receive respect, such as the
uneducated, homeless, or troubled members
of our society. Go to the “low places loathed
by all men,” and have an open mind when
you’re there. Look for the Tao in everyone
you encounter, and make a special effort to
have acceptance, gentleness, and kindness
course through you to others.

Do the Tao Now

Drink water silently today, while reminding
yourself with each sip to nourish others in
the same life-flourishing way that streams
give to the animals and rain delivers to the
plants. Note how many places water is there
for you—serving you by flowing naturally.
Say a prayer of gratitude for this lifesustaining, always-flowing substance.

By not being irritating, you’ll be received
with respect. By making every
effort to avoid controlling the
lives of others, you’ll be in
peaceful harmony with the
natural order of the Tao. This
is the way you nourish others
without trying. Be like water—
which creates opportunities
for swimming, fishing, surfing,
drinking, wading, sprinkling,
On Oct 24-26, 2008
join Dr. Wayne Dyer
floating, and an endless list of
benefits—by not trying to do and special guest, Ram Dass
in an all-new intensive weekend
anything other than simply workshop based on the principles
flow.
in his New York Times best-selling

Let your thoughts
float free

Wayne W. Dyer, Ph.D., is an internationally
renowned author and speaker in the field of selfdevelopment. He’s the author of 31 books (18 of
which have been best sellers), has created many
audio programs and videos, and has appeared on
thousands of television and radio shows. His books
Manifest Your Destiny, Wisdom of the Ages, There’s
a Spiritual Solution to Every Problem, and The New
York Times bestsellers 10 Secrets for Success and
Inner Peace, The Power of Intention, Inspiration,
and Change Your Thoughts—Change Your Life
have all been featured as National Public Television
specials.

Dr. Wayne Dyer, affectionately called the “father of
motivation” by his fans, began his author career in
the early 1970’s by traveling the country alone and
book and PBS Special Change selling his first book, Your Erroneous Zones, from
Your Thoughts—Change Your Life. the trunk of his car. That book went on to sell more
This is a rare opportunity to speak than 30 million copies, the best selling book of the
directly with Wayne in an
70’s. Despite his childhood spent in orphanages
intimate retreat setting.
and foster homes, Dr. Dyer has overcome many
Westin Maui Resort & Spa.
obstacles to make his dreams come true. Today he
Call 800-654-5126
spends much of his time showing others how to do
or visit www.hayhouse.com.
the same.

Forget about fighting life or
trying to be something else;
rather, allow yourself to be
like the material compound
that comprises every aspect of your physical
being. In The Hidden Messages in Water,
Masaru Emoto explains that we are water,
and water wants to be free. The author has
thoroughly explored the ways in which this
compound reacts, noting that by respecting
and loving it, we can literally change its
crystallization process. If kept in a container
with the words love, thank you, or you’re
beautiful imprinted on it, water becomes
beautiful radiant crystals. Yet if the words on

Dr. Dyer’s philosophy of giving to the world what one hopes to receive has
been demonstrated by his commitment to philanthropy. His charitable
contributions include donating one million dollars to Wayne State
University in Detroit, MI (his alma mater) as well as raising over one
hundred million dollars for national public television.
Dr. Dyer holds a doctorate in educational counseling from Wayne State
University and was an associate professor at St. John’s University in New
York.
When he’s not traveling the globe delivering his uplifting message,
Wayne is writing from his home in Hawaii.
Website: www.DrWayneDyer.com
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Facing up to the challenges of life
It has been
called
the
reflection of
the soul, the
barometer
of emotion,
a
dynamic
canvas that is
constantly in
movement.
The human face speaks a language far more
complex and expressive than any verbal
communication. For the newborn child, the
mother’s face is the first mirror it sees of its
own self. What’s contained in that face – love,
joy, anxiety, disinterest – will have a profound
effect on the infant and on the adult it will
become.
Through our faces we reveal important truths
about ourselves, including those that we’d
prefer to hide. We believe our faces give us
our identity and we tend to judge ourselves
- and others - by physical appearance. Many
young people compare their facial features to
those of film and pop stars or the models in
the glossy advertisements and invariably they
come up short.
We look in the mirror and believe this is ‘who
I am.’ Instead of seeing the beauty that is
inherent in all our faces – and allowing the
face to reflect our inner beauty – we focus
primarily on the so-called flaws.
These
observed defects, coupled with the defences
we create to protect us from our childhood
wounds, have a huge influence on how we see
the world and how we believe the world sees
us. And it shows in our faces.
The Eastern understanding of the face is based
on karma – memories and habits or tendencies
from earlier lifetimes are carried by the soul
into the current life. To an experienced eye,
key karmic themes are revealed in the face.
How much of this is genetic, how much is
shaped by the soul’s own karma? The big
question, of course, is how do we shape our
own faces and our own destiny through our
learning, commitment to growth and intention
to be whole?
From a spiritual perspective, the family, social
circumstances, and even the time in human
history in which we find ourselves provide
the perfect setting for the soul to discover all
the ways it has limited itself and limited life.
They also mirror all the healing and growth

that has already happened. So genetics and
karma go hand-in-hand to serve the soul’s
development.
In the deprived areas of many cities, several
generations may have grown up experiencing
hardship. The consequent lack of aspiration
and opportunity shows in their faces:
resentment and disappointment, despair
and rage. Of course, our faces also illustrate
our positive feelings of kindness, love and
humor.
From the perspective of Brennan Healing
Science and Core Energetics, the face reveals
where we fully access our life-energy and
where and how we block its flow. Here is a
brief exploration of the five major character
defenses that the ego creates to protect us
from the inevitable wounds of childhood and
how they appear facially.
Schizoid – The wounding begins with
the infant perceiving maternal coldness,
aggression or hostility before or at birth. In
adult life, this person will not want to be in the
body. There might be chronic tension behind
the eyes as he or she constantly negotiates
between being present and dissociating. There
is a characteristic tilt of the head to one side
and often a vague look in the eyes.
Oral – The child feels deprivation or
abandonment. The child grows up with the
belief that there will never be enough, that he
or she is not enough. A frequent characteristic
is the small compressed mouth as the person
struggles to express needs in a healthy way.
That is often accompanied by a weak jaw
reflecting deep disappointment and sadness.
Masochistic – The wounding is from overcontrol by the mother. The child grows to
have a terror of humiliation yet humiliates
and shames her/himself. In adult life, there
is often an accumulation of fat around cheeks
and jaw and a lot of stagnant energy collecting
in pockets.

by Barbara Brennan, PhD
achievement and perfection. As an adult, there
is the constant striving for a perfection that
can never be reached. Here there is tension
throughout the face, lines between eyebrows,
rigidity at back of the jaw, chronic stress in the
neck area – all speaking of suppressed rage.
As we seek healing and deepen our connection
to ourselves and to spirit, our faces begin to
reflect our uniqueness and our pleasure in
life. Note the ageless quality to the faces of
many sages. There seems to be a luminous
glow to the skin.
Released from chronic inner battles and
the holding down of our own life force, we
experience a profound relaxation in the eyes,
which may appear softer, brighter and larger.
Release of tension in the neck and jaw reverses
the disappointed droop of the mouth. There is
more to laugh about and the face may speak
of the capacity for laughter.
Self-acceptance and self-love relax the whole
face in an unmistakable way. Of course, this
comes with a great deal of inner work. But
it’s possible to use your face as a doorway to
better self-awareness. Spend ten minutes a
day doing the following meditation.
Sit with your feet firmly on the floor, follow the
breath and, as you relax, bring your awareness
to your face. If there’s a sensation that draws
your attention, follow it. It could be tension in
the forehead or a stiffness in the jaw – or just
numbness. Feel the sensation fully. Don’t try to
figure it out, just allow it to be there. Usually,
something will come up. It might be sadness
or a thought like ‘I never get what I want,’ or
an old memory. Relax and wait, rather than
chase. Do it without judgment and open your
heart to everything that’s there.
In this way, you will begin a new process,
an integration into consciousness of what
lies behind the sensation. And it will mark
another step in your journey.

Psychopathic – The child suffers betrayal by a
parent and, as an adult, has a fierce need to be
in control of others because of the underlying
fear of a repetition of that betrayal. A square
jaw can be a feature here. Stalin would be an
extreme example. His jaw and those of most
grand or petty dictators indicate the pushing
of their will onto the world.

Barbara Brennan, PhD, is a world-renowned spiritual leader,
healer, educator, and the best-selling author of Hands of
Light®, Light Emerging, and the inspirational Seeds of the
Spirit® series of poetic channelings. She is the founder of the
Barbara Brennan School of Healing® and the Barbara
Brennan School of Healing Europe…global healing institutes
where students from around the world study her unique
modality of healing through the human energy field.
Dr. Brennan’s newest school, Barbara Brennan School of Healing
Japan, opens in September of 2007.

Rigid - The essence of the child was never
recognized and it was rewarded only for

For more information, please visit www.barbarabrennan.com.
© 2007 Barbara Brennan, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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The Effect of Stress/Burnout on Health

by Elizabeth Chen Christenson, MD, LAc.
Burnout
is
a state of
emotional
and physical
exhaustion
caused
by
excessive and
prolonged
stress. It can
occur when
you feel overwhelmed and unable
to meet constant demands. As the
stress continues, you begin to lose
the interest or motivation that led
you to take on a certain role in the
first place.
A 1992 United Nations report
labeled job stress “the 20th century
disease.” New technologies - cells,
palms, e-mail, Blackberries — allow
us to be reachable 24 / 7, with no
time to relax. Now it has become
also the 21st century disease. The
World Health Organization says
job stress has become a “worldwide
epidemic.” Expedia.com conducted
vacation survey suggests Americans
return more than $21 billion in
unused vacation hours / year.
The cost of stress and burnout
Stress and burnout bear a cost to
society as well as the individual. Job
stress-induced illness is estimated
to cost US businesses $150 billion
a year. Australian Financial Review
Work Place reported on 27-June2007 three factors of work place
financial drain from stress/burnout:
1. Absenteeism - total cost of
workers’ compensation claims
for stress-related conditions is
more than $200 million
every year.
2. Presenteeism – the cost of
employees who are at work but
not contributing fully because
of an illness or an injury is
$25.7 billion in the financial
year 2005-06.
3. High rates of job turnover – the
cost of training new workers.
A meta-analytic examination of sleep
loss and performance in resident
physicians and non-physicians
showed that sleep loss of less than
30 hours reduced physicians’ overall
performance by nearly 1 standard
deviation and clinical performance
by more than 1.5 standard
deviations. It concluded that the
weekly hours and continuous
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wakefulness permitted under the
current
national
minimum
standards for medical residents (the
80-hour work) may not completely
guard against the negative effect
of sleep loss on cognitive and
clinical
performance.
(Sleep.
2005 Nov 1;28[11]:1392-402)
The cost of stress and burn out for
individuals include job loss and
financial strain, decreased life span,
and other stress related illnesses
such as addiction, obesity, heart
attacks, stroke and cancer.
The causes and symptoms of
stress and burnout
Being trapped for economic reasons
by an abusive job can create a lot of
stress. Such jobs can be characterized
by poor boss leadership, time
pressures, unrealistic expectations,
bullying managers, lack of respect
or mindless boredom.
Service professionals such as
physicians, dentists, nurses, police,
teachers, social workers and those
who spend their lives attending to
the needs of others (especially those
who have frequent contact with the
tragic side of human experience) are
at risk. Type A personalities with
perfectionist traits tend to increase
the risk for burnout.
The early warning signs of
burnout include chronic fatigue,
anger at those making demands,
self-criticism for putting up
with the demands, cynicism,
negativity, irritability, a sense of
being besieged, exploding easily,
frequent headaches, gastrointestinal
disturbances, weight loss or gain,
sleeplessness, depression, shortness
of breath, suspiciousness, feelings of
helplessness and increased degrees
of risk taking.
Stress:
1. Characterized by over engagement
2. Emotions are over-reactive
3. Produces urgency and
hyperactivity
4. Loss of energy
5. Leads to anxiety disorders
6. Primary damage is physical
7. May kill you prematurely
Burn out:
1. Characterized by disengagement
2. Emotions are blunted
3. Produces helplessness and
hopelessness

jo u rnal

4. Loss of motivation, ideals, hope
5. Leads to detachment and
depression
6. Primary damage is emotional
7. May make life seem not worth
living and kill you prematurely
Stress and burnout damage
to the brain
Imaging studies have shown
abnormal activity in the reticular
formation area in people with
chronic fatigue syndrome.
The
reticular formation is the core of
the brainstem running through the
mid-brain, pons and medulla that
is involved in awaking / sleeping,
and lying down. Circadian rhythms
also play a part in the reticular
activating system which is crucial for
maintaining a state of consciousness.
The ascending reticular activating
system connects to areas in the
thalamus, hypothalamus and cortex.
The descending reticular activating
system connects to the cerebellum
and sensory nerves. Parts of brain
damaged by stress include the
hypothalamus,
hippocampus,
amygdala and the prefrontal cortex.
Stress damages to the brain will
cause problems of:
• Planning, execution,
motivation, memory
• Extinction of fear response
• Emotional response
• Misreading of social cues
(inability to read facial
expressions)
• Encoding of short term memory
• Drive (satiation, motivation)
• Misinterpretation of body
sensations (abnormal pain
threshold)
(Burnout can be professionally
measured by the Maslach Burnout
Inventory (MBI) created by Christina
Maslach and Susan E. Jackson. The
test is available free on the internet.)
Prevention
The general principle of burnout
prevention is to promote physical,
emotional,
psychological
and
spiritual well-being. Things you can
do to help yourself are:
• Clarify your job description
• Request a transfer
• Ask for new duties
• Take time off
• Educate yourself
• Join a support group
• Know your limits
• Accept your feelings
• Confide in others

• Nurture your closest
relationships - your partner,
children, friends
• Develop casual social
relationships, on and off site,
with people at your workplace
• Connect with a cause or a
community group that is
personally meaningful to you
• Practice healthy communication
Treatment of burnout
• Change in job, hours,
management
• Vacation
• Cognitive behavioral therapy
• Assertiveness training
• Drugs to protect brain – Rx
symptoms
• CAM treatments – acupuncture,
qigong, tai chi
• Music therapy
• Diet, exercise, healthy life style
• Stress reduction training
Prognosis
Bad prognostic indicators include:
• A workplace may be unwilling
to make changes to help with
burnout. There may be constant
pressure to do more with less.
• Many companies are moving
to cheaper labor markets and
canceling worker benefits.
• The globalization of the
economy means globalization
of stress.
• The slow economy increases
financial stress.
Prognosis for the individual:
• Of workers who burn out, some
will return to previous jobs;
others will never be able to
return to former jobs or
income levels.
• All workers who burn out will
need training in stress
management and other steps to
improve health.
• The process of transformation
may be painful if not properly
guided.
On the positive side, there is life
after burnout. Many people will
have happy productive lives even if
they are in different fields.
For more information about stress reduction
- contact Elizabeth Chen Christenson, MD
Elizabeth Chen Christenson, MD., L.Ac.
Associate Clinical Professor
Department of Complementary & Alternative Medicine
John A. Burns School of Medicine
University of Hawaii at Manoa - Medical Director
CHI (Comprehensive Health Innovations) Medical Center
808-261-7801 Fax: 808-261-7725
www.chimedicalcenter.com
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A TIME FOR ACTION
–

F I G H T I N G

CLIMATE

Physicist										
Arjun Makhijani, who directs the Institute for Energy

CHAN GE

by Walt Barnes for Apollo Kaua`i

and Environmental Research, has calculated that installing solar panels above the
country’s outdoor parking lots and rooftops would generate more electricity than the U.S. uses.

W

We’re up against the Laws of Nature,
and Nature does not compromise.
In 2007, the world’s leading climate
scientists, the Intergovernmental
Panel of Climate Change (IPCC),
collaborated on a series of reports
documenting the extent of global
warming, the problems likely to
emerge if things continue as they
are, and what we need to do if we
hope to avoid catastrophe. The
group was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize in December for
its work confirming that man’s
contribution to global warming is
hurtling the earth toward a tipping
point that, once passed, will lead
to catastrophic changes. Humans
need to end fossil fuel use by mid
century to allow concentrations of
carbon dioxide to subside.
What are some ways
to do this?
Efficiency and Conservation
• Increase fuel economy in
cars and vehicles
• Drive less
• Improve appliance, AC and
heating efficiency and
conserve
Alternate Energy
• Increase wind energy
to replace coal generation
of electricity & to make
hydrogen for cars
• Increase solar energy
• Develop wave energy
• Use run of the river hydro
power
Agriculture and Forestry
• Stop all deforestation
• Use conservation tillage on
all cropland
Population and Lifestyle
• Eliminate meat from diet
• Stabilize population
Many experts say we have the
technical know-how to stop
global warming. Policy expert
Lester Brown’s new book, Plan B
3.0, shows how we could bring
about an 80 percent reduction
in global warming pollution by

2020. The IPCC estimates a global
cost to reduce climate change to
manageable levels at only a three
percent cumulative reduction in
economic growth by 2030. The
question isn’t whether there’s
a way to start dramatically
reducing
greenhouse
gas
emissions, it’s whether there’s
the will.

would produce annually. Kansas
Governor
Kathleen
Sebelius
vetoed a measure last year that
would have revived the power
plants, saying, “We know that
greenhouse gases contribute
to climate change.” Other coal
plants have also been recently
killed by state action in Florida
and Washington State. Citizen
advocacy and state legislative
response put a halt to 30 coal-fired
plants from being built last year.

Sidebar:
There is historical
evidence that increased efficiency
and the associated cost savings just
makes people use more energy. Eight years ago a group of states
For example, since 1980 the asked the US Environmental
Protection
average mileage
Agency (EPA)
per gallon for
a given type California has focused to get involved
of vehicle has on reducing consumption in helping to
halt
climate
improved by
30
percent, since the 1970s, and C h a n g e ,
but the fuel as a result, the average b u t E P A
eclined.
consumed
Californian now produces dLast
year the
per
vehicle
has remained only about 55 percent of US Supreme
sided
c o n s t a n t the greenhouse gases that Court
with the states
because
we
the
responded by Americans in other states against
EPA, directing
driving more produce.
the EPA to treat
and by driving
CO2 emissions
larger vehicles.
as pollution endangering public
Wealthy, industrialized nations and health and welfare by causing
corporations have produced the global warming. Today, one year
most global warming pollution, after that ruling, the EPA has
and they have benefited financially still not taken action. Eighteen
from doing so. Now it is their (our) states joined by two cities and 11
responsibility to do their part in environmental groups have sued
reducing their own emissions and the EPA to compel it to obey the
by providing resources worldwide ruling.
to do the same.
FEDERAL ACTION CRITICAL
The scale of the climate problem
STATES RESPOND
In the absence of federal leadership, is so vast that only a complete
many states are taking actions to change in the way we use
fight climate change. Coal is the energy can prevent the worst
single largest source of carbon consequences. This requires
dioxide in the US. Coal-fired power far-sighted political action
plants emit 40% of the nation’s starting in the capital of
CO2 emissions. Kansas Secretary world’s biggest carbon
of Health and Environment denied emitter, Washington, DC.
permits for two proposed coal
fired power plants because of The Union of Concerned
the 11 million tons of CO2 they Scientists (UCS) describes three

essential aspects of federal action
urgently needed to combat climate
change. First, federal caps on
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
must insure a 15 percent reduction
by 2020 and 80-percent reduction
by 2050. Second, the EPA must
be required to monitor climate
change and adjust as appropriate
to avoid dangerous warming.
Third, Federal legislation should
eliminate or sharply reduce the
current practice of allowing
polluters to obtain free allowances.
The nations that lead the world
in the second half of the 21st
century will be those that develop
new technologies to stop climate
change. Our federal government
needs to aggressively stimulate
domestic development of all
the industries and technology
that will be in demand to stop
climate change. And then it is our
responsibility to share generously
with all nations.
HAWAI`I LEGISLATORS
TAKE ACTION
Only about 20% of homes in
Hawai`i have the most basic tool
to capture the sun’s energy – a
solar water heater. Senate Bill 644
passed this legislative session and
requires that all new single family
homes built in Hawai`i starting
in 2010 have a solar water heater
installed. A typical family home
with solar water heating avoids
over 2.5 tons of carbon dioxide
from being emitted annually and
can save that family about $1000
annually. State and Federal tax
credits equaling about 2/3 of the
cost of the solar water heater are
still in effect and KIUC offers an
$800 rebate.
AK is a non profit community
organization
educating
and
advocating for environmentally and
socially conscious alternatives to fossil
fuel. See website for monthly meetings
date/place and other events.
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Herbs: Mint and Parsley

“Double
your
pleasure, double
your fun, you’ll
double
your
pleasure
with
Doublemint gum.”
The jingle we’ve all
grown up with touts one of my
favorite herbs, spearmint, and its
cousin, peppermint. Spearmint
(Mentha spicata) and peppermint
(Mentha piperita) are part of a
large plant family that includes
basil, catnip and marjoram. All
mints are creeping plants that
hybridize easily, forming endless
varieties.
The world’s oldest surviving
medical text, Egypt’s Ebers
Papyrus, mentions mint as a
stomach soother. It spread to
the Middle East, where it was
used to pay taxes (if only that
worked today!), and then to
Greece, where it became part
of their mythology. When the
god Pluto fell in love with a
beautiful nymph named Minthe,
his goddess wife Persephone
became jealous and changed her
into the plant mint. The Greeks
and Romans started using mint
after dinner as a digestive aid,
and soon herbalists were using
mints for multiple maladies. For
centuries, Chinese and ayurvedic
doctors have used many forms of
mint for its digestive and nervine
tonic properties, and for treating
common colds and flus. Native
Americans used the local varieties
of mint for coughs, pneumonia
and chest congestion.
Pungent and cooling, mints have
a soothing, relaxing and clearing
effect on the body, particularly
the essential oils of the plants.
Peppermint is the mint most
commonly used today, and its
active ingredient is menthol, while
spearmint is rich in carvone.
Use mint tea or diluted essential
oil externally for
• itching
• inflammation
• congestion
• headache
• pain relief.

by Patti Valentine

Internally, mint tea or capsules,
or diluted essential oil can be
used for
• aiding digestion
• relieving muscle and
menstrual cramps
• motion or morning
sickness
• heartburn and gas
• colds,
cough,
flu,
congestion
• headache.
For a potent tea, take 1-2
teaspoons of dried herb and steep
10 minutes in a cup of just boiled
water. Drink up to 3 cups a day.
This tea may be given cautiously
to children under the age of two
when diluted in half with water.
A few drops of essential oil can
be rubbed into the temples to
alleviate headaches. To help
break up congestion, dip a wash
cloth into very warm water,
squeeze it out, apply a few drops
of essential oils to it and apply on
the chest. A refreshing bath can
be prepared with a few handfuls
of fresh or dried herb: place the
mint in a mesh bag and allow
the water to run over the herbs.
Essential oils can also be used for
a bath by adding a few drops on
top of the hot water after it’s been
drawn.
Growing mint is very easy with
moist, well-drained soil, under
full sun or partial shade. It spreads
freely, so it’s best to grow mint in a
large (2-3 gallon) clay container,
or in part of your garden with
plenty of room. Frequent cutting
encourages growth, usually up to
two feet tall.
Mint plant stems are distinctively
squared off with branching
crinkled, smooth, sometimes
hairy 1-2 inch leaves that are
often serrated and lance shaped.
If grown to maturity, the plants
will produce flower spikes with
small pink, white or lilac flowers
that bloom in midsummer. Most
species become woody after a few
years; simply dig them out and
replace with new root cuttings.
Any piece of root with a joint or a
node can produce a new plant.

Patti is seeking other friends of herbs for Herb
Growers and Gatherers Hui. Contact her for further
information at 652-0433.

Everyone
k n o w s
parsley– that
neglected herb
left uneaten
on restaurant
plates.
Yet
this little sprig
of
greenery
(Petroselinum
crispum
or
Petroselinum sativum) packs
more nutrition than you might
imagine. Beyond its value as
a lacy leafed adornment, this
member of the Umbelliferae
family (carrot, celery, fennel, dill)
has been recognized as a breath
freshener, laxative, diuretic, antioxidant and cancer preventative.
Romans first used mint as a
breath freshener, using sprigs
of parsley to cleanse the palette
at their banquets; they also
recognized its ability to reduce
water retention (diuretic). One of
the first herbs to appear in spring,
parsley has held a meaningful
place in the Jewish Passover
meal, or Seder, to symbolize new
beginnings. In Greece, winners
of athletic contests were crowned
with parsley wreaths as a symbol
of strength. Europeans continued
its use in cooking and as medicine
over the millennia. By the 20th
century, the US Pharmacopoeia
listed parsley as a laxative, a
diuretic for the kidneys, and to
remove excess fluids as a result
of congestive heart failure.
Modern herbalists recognize
two major chemicals (apiol and
myristicin) in parsley oil, found
mostly in the seeds, although
the leaves and root contain trace
amounts as well. High levels of
vitamins A and C are also present
in the entire plant, providing
their rich anti-oxidant treasures.
Today parsley is used in the
following ways:
• a tea made from seeds
acts as a diuretic for
high blood pressure
• parsley oil is a uterine
stimulant and its use

•
•
•
•

should be monitored
by a physician
a leaf tea acts as an antihistamine to alleviate
allergies
the high levels of the
amino acid histidine
inhibit tumor growth
the leaves freshen the
breath of humans and
their canine friends
a tea made from leaves
relieves pain from
kidney stones and
inflammation

While the leaves and root provide
safe nutrition, parsley oil should
only be taken with a physician’s
support. Pregnant women should
avoid more than the culinary
amount of any parsley product
unless directed by a physician.
To freshen the breath, chewing
a few fresh sprigs will do. More
than masking the breath, parsley
actually neutralizes the odor
of garlic, alcohol and other
strong substances. For tea, use 2
teaspoons of dried/1 teaspoon of
fresh leaves infused in one cup of
boiling water; steep 10 minutes,
and drink up to 3 cups/day. On
a culinary note, parsley spruces
up any recipe and makes a great
addition to pesto and other
sauces.
Parsley is a bright green biennial
with many branched curly or flat
leaved stems that grows about
a foot tall. The white taproot
resembles a small carrot and can
be eaten as one. Parsley seeds
are slow to germinate, taking
sometimes six weeks to sprout,
and can be planted under ¼ inch
of soil in a sunny location. It
prefers a moist, sandy loam with
a neutral pH. Tiny yellow-green
flowers giving way to seeds can
arise like small umbrellas in its
second year, if the conditions are
right.
Be sure to clean your plate and
your palette next time!
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Turnip and Pine Nut
Ravioli
[Q&A] Summer Fun

- ASK THE NATURAL CHEF

by Dr. Devin Ryerson of Pure Prescriptions
www.pureprescriptions.com
DR: Can you please share some information on the healing
qualities of a food that is abundant in the summer?
Mark: There are an
abundance of tomatoes
available in the summer
– many exciting and
delicious
varieties!
Tomatoes are rich in
lycopene, an antioxidant
that has been linked
with good heart health and offers protection against various
other diseases. No other food has as much of this important
nutrient as the tomato. Please make sure to use organic
tomatoes whenever possible.
While you are enjoying your tomatoes, you can contemplate
this bit of folklore. Centuries ago, the French believed that
tomatoes had aphrodisiac qualities and named them pommes
d’amour or ‘love apples’.
Please check out our newly released book, The Complete
Idiot’s Guide to Eating Raw, coauthored with Jennifer Murray
and Bo Rinaldi to earn more about the healing qualities of
foods as well as the simple tools you need to prepare your own
delicious and healthful meals. The book is available on our
website, veganfusion.com, at our restaurants or in bookstores
everywhere.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mark Reinfeld is
the founding chef of the Blossoming
Lotus Restaurants and a recipient of a
2006 Platinum carrot award given by
the Aspen Center of Integral Health to
‘Americas Innovative and Trailblazing
Chefs’. He is a recognized authority in
the field of healthy cuisine. Mark is the
coauthor of Vegan World Fusion Cuisine,
winner of 9 national awards. His latest
book, The Complete Idiot’s Guide to
Eating Raw, coauthored with Jennifer
Murray and Bo Rinaldi is now available
in bookstores everywhere.

Yield: 32 raviolis
Prep Time: 25 minutes
Soak Time: 2 hours minimum
Dehydrator Time: 30 minutes (optional)
2 large turnips, peeled
2 TB. olive oil
1 cup pine nuts, soaked at least 2+ hours
2 cups macadamia nuts, soaked at least 2+ hours
1 TB. fresh rosemary, minced
4 tsp. fresh parsley, minced
4 tsp. fresh thyme, minced
2 TB. nutritional yeast
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. freshly ground black pepper
1 TB. apple cider vinegar
[1/2] cup rejuvelac (or filtered water), (as needed)

1. Using a vegetable peeler or a mandoline, to cut turnips into 32 very thin
slices. Coat in olive oil and allow to marinate for at least 1 hour. If desired,
dehydrate at 110 degrees F for 30- to 45 minutes to soften “noodles.”.
2. Rinse pine nuts and macadamia nuts, and drain well for at least 10 minutes.
Place in Add to a food processor fitted with the s-an S-shaped blade, and process
blend on high speed for 10 seconds.
3. Add rosemary, parsley, thyme, nutritional yeast, salt, black pepper, and apple
cider vinegar. Blend on high speed for about 20 seconds while adding rejuvelac
(or water) through the top until a smooth, cheesy consistency is reached.
4. Scoop 1 tablespoon cheese onto each turnip slice, and fold in half. Serve 8
raviolis per plate, and coat with Sun Dried Tomato Sage Sauce, recipe below.
Variation: Instead of Alternatives for the turnips, in these raviolis are many. Try
watermelon radishes, beets, or zucchini. For smaller produce, cut twice as many
slices, use one slice for the bottom, put cheese in the middle, and layer another
slice on top, press down gently.

Sun-Dried Tomato
Sage Sauce
Yield: 2 cups Prep Time: 20 minutes Soak Time: 30+ minutes minimum
[1/4] cup sun-dried tomatoes
1 cup filtered water
1. Soak sun-dried tomatoes in at
2 cups roma tomatoes, chopped
least 1 cup of filtered water for
[1/2] cup sun-dried tomato soak water
at least 30 minutes minimum.
2 TB. beets, shredded
Strain, reserving liquid.
2 TB. olive oil
2. Place sun-dried tomatoes, Blend
1 TB. fresh basil, minced
with roma tomatoes, soak water,
1 TB. fresh parsley, minced
beets, olive oil, basil, parsley,
1 tsp. nama shoyu (or to taste)
nama shoyu, nutritional yeast,
1 tsp. nutritional yeast
oregano, thyme, salt, pepper, and
[1/2] tsp. fresh oregano
sage in a blender; and blend on
[1/2] tsp. fresh thyme
high speed for 40 seconds or until
[1/2] tsp. salt
you reach desired the consistency
[1/4] tsp. freshly ground black pepper
of tomato sauce.
1 TB.1[1/2] tsp. rubbed sage
agave nectar to taste
www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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Diabetes is a Very Serious Disease

D
NEW BOOK RELEASE TITLED:

HAWAII
A STATE OF BEING
By Ho’okahi Ho’oulu Kawai’i

U

“Universes within universes, worlds within
worlds”. The ancient Hawaiians recognized that
life is a continuum of motion. Living by these
principles one could perceive in every person
and situation a contribution to ones existence.
The good the bad the ugly can all be made to
contribute equally.
By acknowledging all aspects of our self with
compassion, we become whole within ourselves.
All inner family members become contributing
members. Thus we move in self-empowering,
dignified, creative, constructive directions. These
principles of life and living move one beyond
self-limiting concepts. By practicing a life based
on principle the horizon and the greatness of our
true nature expands into eternity.
As the Iwa bird flies, seemingly without effort,
one can encompass the space of one’s existence
with grace and ease. A continuum of motion, so
fluid and light that in one breath universes can be
perceived and embraced. So, in living by principle
life becomes effortless and expanded as well.
HAWAII - A STATE OF BEING, is collection of
Kahuna principles as taught by Kahu Abraham
Kawai’i, Kahuna. Written and edited by his wife
and long time student Ho’okahi Ho’oulu Kawaii.
The Principles within the book are magnified
and illustrated by photographs that accompany
the quotes. Since his teachings came out of his
observation of nature, the pictures of nature, and
especially Hawaii, say without words what can
only be said by many. many, many words….
Available is stores statewide. Visit www.hawaiianlotus.
com for more information.
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By Dr. Inam Rahman

Diabetes is a very serious disease.
Approximately 18 million Americans
have diabetes. Only 10 to 11 million
have been diagnosed. The rest about
7 to 8 million will be diagnosed after
patients develop serious and life
threatening complications such as
blindness, end stage kidney disease
requiring dialysis and lower extremity
amputations. Diabetes is the most
common cause of these complications
in USA. In addition, heart attacks are
two to three times more common
in diabetics as compared to non
diabetics.
Life style modifications especially in
the area of diet and physical activity are
important in controlling diabetes and
its complications.
DIET & CALORIES
Any food that we eat provides us with
energy. Energy is measured in the terms
of calories. One gram of proteins and
a gram of carbohydrate provide four
calories each; where as one gram of fat
provides nine calories. A balanced diet
plays a crucial role in the management
of diabetes. A balance diet should
consist of…
CARBOHYDRATES 50%
Mostly complex and unprocessed
such as whole grain, cooked cereals,
brown rice, cooked pasta and starchy
vegetables such as corn.
FAT 20%
Mostly unsaturated including lean meat,
fish, skim or low fat milk, avocado,
margarine, oils such as corn, olive,
sunflower and nuts like almonds.
WATER
At least 1200 cc or equal to about five 8
ounce glasses, including water in food
or other beverages.
The examples of good foods are
vegetables, lentils, garbanzos, cereals,
brown rice, unprocessed whole grain
bread and broiled fish. Lean chicken,
turkey and beef should be consumed
less often. Skim milk is also considered
good. High calories foods such as
pork, beef, egg yolk, ice-cream, high
fat snacks, butter, margarine, cheese,
shrimps, lobsters and other sea foods
should be ingested in limited amounts.
Intake of fruits should also be limited
to one apple or equivalent. This means

either one orange, or twelve cherries or
six strawberries or one half mango or
one quarter papaya or one half banana
or two slices of pineapple in one day.
Only one type of fruit a day, not all of
them.
PACKAGED FOODS
It is very important to look at both
(a) calories per serving and (b) total
number of serving in a package or meat
to measure total number of calories (by
multiplying (a) and (b)).
One should be careful about the size of
a serving. For example ½ cup of pasta
is equal to size half a baseball and one
ounce of meat is about the same size as
a match box.
FREE FOODS
Free foods are good to fill up the
appetite as each of them has fewer
than 25 calories per serving. Some
of the examples of the free foods
include vegetables including cabbage,
cucumber, mushrooms, lettuce and
spinach. Drinks are carbonated water
and club soda and sugar free tonic
water also contain low calories. Sweet
substitutes and different seasonings
such as garlic powder, lemon, lime,
pepper, celery, seeds and fresh basil are
good examples of free food.
EXERCISE
Regular exercise should be a routine
of everyone especially the diabetics.
Exercise
improves
circulation;
strengthen cardiovascular system and
increases endurance. Therefore exercise
contributes significantly to well-being
and longevity. Any kind of exercise is
good as long as it burns approximately
150 calories every day. Running for 15
minutes or brisk walking for one half
hour will burn about 150 calories.
Playing sports, walking to work,
climbing up and down the stairs and
moving hands and feet like bicycling
while watching TV are other examples
of routine exercise. Finally, by balancing
the intake and output of calories with
healthier food choices and regular
exercise we all can live a very healthy &
productive life.
Dr. Inam Rahman, MD is the CEO
and Founder of the Diabetic Clinic
located at 1441 Kapiolani Blvd.
#2003
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
(808) 945-3636 inamr@msn.com

Spirit
Dr. Tanmay Goswami - The “Einstein” of Astro-Ayurveda coming to Maui
Each and every
one of us is
unique in how
we
entered
into this world.
Based on the
exact
place
and time of
our birth, an evaluation of who we are can
be ascertained by someone skilled in the
science of Astro-medicines. Dr. Goswami is
the world’s leading pioneer in the science
of Astro-Ayurveda, the science of Vedic
Medical Astrology and Ayurveda combined.
Some consider him to be the new “Einstein”
of Ayurveda due to his amazing abilities
to look into someone’s birth chart and
to see disease progression, biographical
history flows of wellness and illnesses, and
mental/emotional tendencies inherited.
This 5,000 year old science of Ayurveda
from India, works on balancing our five
internal elements incorporating herbology,
gemology, yoga, mantra, medicinal massage,
astrology, and more.

Kauai

By Margo Uma Gal
Recently I experienced 21 days of Ayurvedic
treatments at Dr. Goswami’s Pancha Karma
Clinic in South India. The highlight was
receiving one very unique treatment outside
under a mango tree called swedana. There
are 13 different types of swedana or ways
“To sweat” and is a treatment often given
after warm oil and herbal massage. Dr.
Goswami is one of the very few Ayurvedic
Doctors who administers these treatments
as they were given thousands of years
ago. From a young boy, he was inspired
watching his grandfather, an ayurvedic
physician give these ancient treatments.
Today, Dr. Goswami is bringing them back
into practice.
Dr. Goswami hails from a family of
Ayurvedic doctors and Astrologers going
back at least 500 years. He is the medical
director of three clinics in India as well as
in Germany and France. Doctor will be
offering private consultations and classes
on Maui from August 6 to 17th.

Calendar

July

Qigong classes - Saturday 5, 12, 19
- Saturday morning 9:30 am - 11:00 am
- with Francesco Garripoli at the beautiful Kahuna
Valley Retreat. www.kahunavalley.org

Radiant Lotus Qigong classes Saturday 26,
9:30 am - 11:00 am with Daisy Lee at the beautiful
Kahuna Valley Retreat in Kapaa, Kauai. All levels
welcome, donations accepted. For more info email
radiantlotus@gmail.com.

August

Aug 11-12 Time Empowerment® Techniques
Trainer’s Training with Matthew B. James, MA, DCH
1-800-634-9766
Aug 14-18 Hypnosis Trainer’s Training with Matthew
B. James, MA, DCH 1-800-634-9766

September 6 - 7

Total Well Being Expo Sat. & Sun. 10 am to 6 pm at
the Outrigger Keauhou Beach Resort, Kailua-Kona, HI.
For more information visit www.TotalWellBeingExpo.
com.

Maui

Radiant Lotus Qigong classes
Saturday 2, 23, 30, 9:30 am - 11:00 am
with Daisy Lee at the beautiful Kahuna Valley Retreat
in Kapaa, Kauai. All levels welcome, donations
accepted.
For more info email radiantlotus@gmail.com.

August 6-17

Kona, Hawaii

Join Dr. Wayne Dyer and special guest, Ram Dass in
an all-new intensive weekend workshop based on the
principles in his New York Times best-selling book and
PBS Special Change Your Thoughts—Change Your
Life. Wayne will share his interpretation of the Tao Te
Ching and show you how to apply it to everyday life.
Let him help you discover your true calling and that
inspiration can be cultivated. This is a rare opportunity
to speak directly with Wayne in an intimate retreat
setting. Westin Maui Resort & Spa. Call 800-6545126 or visit www.hayhouse.com

American Pacific University
Trainings/Certifications
July 5-20 Accelerated NLP Master Practitioner
Certification® Training with Matthew B. James, MA,
DCH Contact: 1-800-634-9766
July 23-Aug 4 NLP Trainer’s Training with
Matthew B. James, MA, DCH 1-800-634-9766
Aug 6-9 NLP Trainer’s Evaluation with Matthew B.
James, MA, DCH 1-800-634-9766

Dr. Tanmay Goswami world renowned AstroAyurvedic Doctor coming to Maui for consultations
and workshops. Space is limited. Call (808) 2507161 for more info.

Oct 24-26, 2008

Dr. Goswami’s Qualifications:
• Graduate of Gujarat Ayurveda
University. (World’s only)
• Oncology research specializing in
Lymphoid Leukemia
• Lecturer & Assistant Professor at
R.G. University Bangalore
• Degrees in Western Medicine,
Ayurveda, Sanskrit, Astrology, etc.
• Latest in the line of secret Astromedicine physicians.
More info. And to schedule appointments
please call Uma at:
808-250-7161. Om Shanti. BE PREPARED
TO BE AMAZED!
Margo Uma Gal has been a certified Ayurvedic Practitioner since 1987
both under Dr. Vasant Lad and Dr. S. Joshi in Nagpur, India. She has
practiced and taught Yoga for 25 years
and was the founder and director of
Yoga Mandir in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Margo presently practices Ayurveda in
Haiku, Maui.
She teaches classes and workshops in
Ayurveda nationwide.
E-mail: amritamarg@gmail.com

In the Hands of Alchemy:

The Art and Life of Jerry Wennstrom
A film showing
and lecture
by Jerry Wenntrom
with
Live Music by Marilyn
Kauai Museum
August 16th 2008
from 11:00am- 1:00am
4428 Rice Street
Lihu’e, Hawaii

www.handsofalchemy.com
Contact - Linda Shimoda:
Phone - 808-245-6931
Email - ljc@kauaimuseum.org
www.kauaimuseum.org

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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Resource Directory and Marketplace
A health and wellness community resource center with listings by islands and categories. Connect with
holistic health professionals, teaching schools, healthy eateries, body workers and massage therapist,
healers, reiki, quantum healing, counselors, therapists, spas and retreats.
kauai

Health professional
Jane Ely, Ph. D., D. Min. [Cherokee-Mi’maq] Private
practice counseling, couples/individuals * Indigenous Energy
Medicine Healing Session * Pre&Post-Surgery Healing *Grief
& Loss Counseling *Sacred Island Workshops for your group
*Vow renewal/marriage ceremonies www.drjaneely.com ,
www.peacemakerschool.org 808-245-4246
Francine Kanter, CCH, RsHom, is a Board Certified Homeopathy. Her office is located in Kapaa, and she can be reached
at 808 652-2001. Email: Frkanter@aol.com Think of Homeopathy in helping the body to heal to its natural way to bring
balance in the whole system, it has much to offer you in terms
of relief of pains, increasing your immune system, and balancing your emotions. Homeopathy is safe and will enhance your
state of health! An alternative medicine for you and your family!
NaturalMedicine: Naturopathy-Acupuncture-Homeopathy Safe, effective individualized treatments for Balance • Stress • Menopause/PMS/Hormones • Fatigue • Digestion
• Pain Relief • Thyroid/Adrenal • Yeast, Viral Bacteria infections • Arthritis • Headaches • Facial Rejuvenation • Nutritional & Diet Counseling Dr. Leia Melead. Licensed Naturopathic Physician & Acupuncturist Call for appt. or questions
822-2087
Feng Shui - Private Homes,
Commercial Businesses, and Open
Land. World renowned Grand
Master Hong Liu is a master of five different schools of Feng
Shui. After 5,000 years of observation and results, Feng
Shui is the jewel of the Chinese culture. Servicing all of the
Hawaiian Islands. Phone (808) 639-4300, Qi@hawaii.rr.com
Dr. Kathleen Van Kirk MA, DHS, CYT ACS Board Certified
Sexologist Individual and couple counseling. Relationships,
communication, sexuality, self-esteem, yoga therapy etc.
Find peace within yourself and harmony in your relationships.
Private practice -- sliding fee scale. Call 808.823.6762.

Healing modalities
Deborah Burnham, PT supports you to release tension,
dissolve your mind in the ocean of peace, and respond to
each moment afresh. Free your sovereign soul through:
AquaCranial(R) Therapy, CranioSacral Therapy(R),
Therapeutic Touch/Krieger-Kunz Method. aquacranial@
gmail.com, www.kauaihwa.org, 808-651-4534;
License #1963 (Board of Physical Therapy)
David H. Dinner Cranial Sacral Therapy/Aqua Cranial®
Gently achieve profound relaxation, energetic awakening,
integration, deep healing. 808-639-7845; (MAT #6326)
gentlewave@verizon.net
Bring joy and vitality back to living! Acupuncturist, Herbalist, Nutritionist & NAET
Practitioner offering you compassionate,
comprehensive, holistic wellness and medical care. Improve your game, Enhance your life, Restore
your health. Marlene Widmann, L.Ac. Free Consultation.
Princeville 808-652-8752
NEURO FASCIAL REEDUCATION Non-invasive, multi-diversity technique structurally
integrates four different processes to release
chronic pain, stress, and tension while correcting postural problems. Let yourself be nurtured by the hands
of a compassionate therapist! Ask about Kama‘aina rates!
Gary Remes: 332-7686. (MAT #9085)
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Trager® Psychophysical Integration
Recommended by Andrew Weill & Deepak Chopra. The deepest work on the deepest levels. All
at your body’s naturally unfolding pace. Gentle,
non-invasive, rhythmic motions allow body/mind
to reset and renew energy peacefully and painlessly. All you need for a great vacation... or a great life!
Virginia Beck, CNP, CTP; 808/635-5618;
peaceful.healing@verizon.net; www.trager-us.org
The Rolf Method of Structural Integration by
Isaac Osborne, L.M.T. Structural Integration
is a system for balancing the human structure
by means of connective tissue manipulation
and movement education. Located at: 3195
Elua St., Lihue; 808-635-5102. LMT #5177
EMF Balancing Technique®: Marcy Adams, Supervisory
Teacher and Accredited Practitioner of Phases I-VIII. I come
to Kauai from Colorado several times a year to teach and
see clients. (719) 395-3475 – cell: (719) 221-5256
marcyadams@realwest.com.;
& Robert Zauner, EMF Practitioner (Phase I-IV).
1-908-998-1212, bob_zauner@yahoo.com.
Somatic Learningsm Bodywork is a deep tissue therapy.
This ground-breaking work: gently relieves chronic muscle
tension and pain; Supports the skeletal system to return to
its innate and effortless alignment; And deepens awareness
of the finely tuned feedback system you were born with. New
Year’s Special – 2nd session 1/2 off! Steve Star 639-7313

personal growth and development
Financial Planning Cindie’s
mission is to establish a partnership with clients in order to
build a personal financial plan
that addresses matters most important, plus serves as a
foundation for achieving financial independence. Cindie K.
Jones, CFP, Waddell and Reed, 1-888-740-8933 ext. 105
Mind Over Matters Kauai Hypnotherapy
Manifest positive changes elegantly and holistically. Stop
smoking, Weight management, Stress Management,
Academic & Athletic improvement, Focus, Concentration,
and much more. Let’s talk. Cynthia Balderson, CHT. ACHE
certified. (808) 635-0810 www.mindovermatterskauai.com

fitness and yoga
Qi Gong Qi Center is founded by world renowned
Grandmaster Hong, a living treasure, and offers
the best of proven natural healing practices. Beginning Qi Gong Classes: Self-healing techniques
used for 5,000 years to strengthen body, mind and spirit for
increased vitality. (808)639-4300, Ql@hawaii.rr.com
Kahuna Valleys is a 501(c)3 non-profit sponsoring Qigong
classes, products, workshops and retreats, children’s empowerment initiatives, the new Mentor Ohana program,
and the Kaua‘i Peace Project/Children’s Health Fair &
Symposium. www.kahunavalley.org

products and services

Craniosacral therapy for babies, children and adults
Offered in a calm, nurturing environment, craniosacral
therapy is a gentle hands-on modality that deeply relaxes
and alleviates headaches, dizziness, birth trauma, colic, sinus
problems and other health issues. 16 years experience. Kim
Luchau LMT CCST, 822.4644, jivanimark@yahoo.com.
(MAT 10083).

Garden Ponds Nursery
Create a place of peace & balance with
our selection of large ceramic pots,
bronze statues and fountains, Japanese granite lanterns and
benches, water lilies, lotus and more. Find your inspiration
and bring it home. Open Tuesday – Saturday 9am-4pm.
5-2719A Kuhio Hwy, Kilauea, 828-6400 (Mauka of
Banana Joe’s)

CranioSacral Therapy
- Specializing in trauma, newborns, chronic conditions, and
discomforts you can’t quite put your finger on, Barbara
Inglis, LMT, CST helps you access your own self-correcting
mechanisms to release restrictions on a physical/emotional/
spiritual level. (808)635-1989; inglis@mclink.it; http://
www.iahp.com/barbarainglis (Mat #6440)

Invite your friends to your own ARTIST JEWELRY TRUNK
SHOW! You are UNIQUE - so is your jewelry. Made on Kauai
one of a kind, Sterling, gems, glass, more! Wholesale prices.
Fun! Do it! We do all the set up. Hostess gets dazzling jewelry! Call Jana 822-2660 ColorsofKauai@Hawaiian.net

Intuitive and spiritual
Touch Kauai
Specializing in Hawaiian Lomi Lomi Massage; also
specializing in exciting, rejuvenating and life-enhancing
Tours / Retreats on our beautiful island. www.TouchKauai.
com or call Katharina (lmt #8898) at (808) 822-1768. Can
you feel the magic of this island? Let it touch you!
“Angela Kahealani: clairvoyant psychic healer and counselor;
channels from Source, to inspire higher awareness of divine
purpose and will, and facilitate embodiment of divine essence
and hearts’ joy. +1(808)635-6688 Cell/VM,
+1(808)822-5272 Home/FAX www.kahealani.com”
Quantum Healing
- Mearah Marqua combines her skills as a
clairvoyant, medical intuitive and spiritual healer
with her talent and experience in professional
dance to create an accessible and joyous healing
experience for clients.
www.mearahmarqua.com - 203-434-5346

artists and galleries

healthy eateries

BLOSSOMING LOTUS
Serving Gourmet Organic Vegan and Live Food Cuisine, Fresh
Juices, Smoothies, Baked Goods and Ices Crémes. Nightly
Live Entertainment & Weekend Brunches. You Deserve It So
Good. Lunch/Dinner; 822-7678; www.blossominglotus.com
Hukilau Lanai. Superb open-air restaurant featuring islandfresh ingredients; savor creative cuisine on our lanai with
ocean and garden views. Enjoy Kaua’i’s best kept secret.
Located at Kaua’i Coast Resort. Dinners served TuesSunday. Join us for our six course tasting menu paired with
five wines for only $40.00. Served Daily from 5 to 6 pm.
Call for reservations: 822-0600.

Spas and retreats
TRI HEALTH AYURVEDA SPA – REJUVENATE
& REVITALIZE! Offering the ancient healing
art of synchronized, warm oil massage. Featuring oils rich in nutrients to nourish & detoxify the body
& mind. Schedule an appointment at (808) 828-2104
or visit www.trihealthayurvedaspa.com For product
information, visit www.trihealthayurveda.com or call
(808) 822-4288.

schools/training
Katika Alchemy Classes in live foods preparation, internal
cleansing, herbs, children’s nutrition, composting, organic
skin care products, and more. Take back control of your own
vibrant health! Private Consultations available. Call 8224206 for more information. katika108@verizon.net
PACIFIC CENTER FOR AWARENESS & BODYWORK.
Professional Licensing MASSAGE
THERAPY 6 month Program.
Awareness
Oriented
Structural
Bodywork, Acupressure, Relaxation
therapies, Yoga, Communication Skills, Transformational
Counseling… Jan. 5 thru June 24, 2009. APPLICATIONS
NOW BEING ACCEPTED. Contact Lee Joseph or Carole
Madsen for more info & registration, and for private sessions.
808-828-6797 (MAT #2424 & #7016)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Get out of the “rat race.” Play Cashflow 101® Learn business
principles that will bring you more money, more time and more
freedom. Want to Play? Call this number: 866-517-3672.
(Kauai, Maui, Oahu and Big Island) mauidp@yahoo.com
Zrii, a skillfully balanced Ayurvedic formula,
offers a higher level of nutritional support. Zrii is the only
third-party product ever endorsed by the Chopra Center for
Well Being. For information on Distributorships or to order,
call 821-1253 or go to: http://diamond.myzrii.com/zrii/

Nutrition - Weight Loss
Join the Holy Tea Club for FREE; remarkable Colon
Cleanse And Detox Tea Used Successfully for Over 20
Years. The Product Works! (contains: holy & blessed thistle,
malva leaf, persimmon leaf, marsh mallow leaf). For more
information, go to: www.holyteaclub.com/kauaimuse or call
821-1253.

oahu

Health professional
Osteopath,
board-certified
in
Osteopathic manipulation, including
Cranial-sacral therapy. I have taught with
Drs. Fulford, Fryman and Becker. Extensive
experience treating chronic pain, sports
injuries, children with special needs, newborns. Karen Sept,
D.O. (808) 254-4844
Dr. Jeffrey F. Lee, D.C. Practice of
Chiropractic Total Body Modification
1314 S. King Street, 15th Floor Honolulu, HI
96814 (808) 593-8100
www.DrJeffLee.com

healing modalities
Lomi Lomi, La‘au Lapa‘au, Reiki Ancient healing techniques, reduces stress, increases energy & vitality, supports
immune system, promotes health & wellness of body, mind
& spirit. Individual treatments, ongoing workshops. Sylvia
Waikala Ferrer 294-4577 healing4u@hawaii.rr.com
$45/hr - Massage Specialists provide
therapeutic massage, deep tissue, shiatsu, lomilomi, Free sauna, showers; validated parking.
MAE #884 Contact (808) 941-8101, 1750 Kalakaua, http://www.themassagespecialists.com
Deep Tissue, Prenatal, Reflexology and
Sports Massage, CranioSacral, Body
Wrap, Fresh Papaya Facial, Organic Products and Essential
Oils. Honolulu. MAE #1852 www.myospa.com (808) 945-7899
SIAM THAI MASSAGE
International Therapists
Full Body Massage (Men & Women)
Thai Massage, Swedish, Deep Tissue,
Shiatsu, Lomi-Lomi and Reflexology $10 OFF 9am – 7pm
* Open until 11pm (808) 343-4910 1750 Kalakaua Ave #
3904 MAT # 8905

GREAT RELAXING MASSAGE By PENNY
Deep Tissue, Swedish, Lomi Lomi,
Oriental Massage, Stone Massage, Foot Care
& Ginseng Scrub Mon.-Sat. Appointment Only
9:00am - 11pm (808) 947-0041 MAT (5040)
NEW!

Bikram Yoga - Hawaii Kai
Lose Weight, Gain Flexibility and Transforms your
Life. Beginners Welcome. At Koko Marine Ctr.
(Across Movie Theatres 2nd Fl.) (808) 396-8838
NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE & ACUPUNCTURE Hyperbaric
Oxygen, Mercury Testing/Detoxification, Immune
System/Cancer Support Dr. Kevin R. Gibson Licensed
Naturopathic Physician & Acupuncturist Registered
Environmental Scientist (808) 955-9556
Kevin@mahalo.net www.drkevin.org
QUALITY MASSAGE BY LANI Deep Tissue, Lomi Lomi,
Swedish, Shiatsu & Reflexology (808) 782-5316
Century Center Suite #204-A MAT #6683
Creative Healing Massage Therapy, Lomi Lomi, Thai, Hot
stones, Kundalini Yoga, Facials & Waxing, Body Cleanse
Treatment, Hypnotherapy & Ayurvedic Counseling Call:
Natalie Sewa (808) 780-6807 chmahalo@yahoo.com
HOLISTIC FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
99-128 Aiea Heights Drive, Suite 101A
Aiea, Hawaii 96701 (808) 485-0885
www.holisticfamilyhealth.net
Most Insurances Accepted

personal growth and development
HAPPINESS COACH Want more Happiness? Call me
Malcolm Tyau (808) 577-5887 maltyau@aol.com
PALM READER Angela Wade Reveals Spirit
Companions • Wholesome Party Entertainment
• Ask for Gift Certificates Call: (808) 2919319 e-mail: aewade@hotmail.com
SACRED LIVING Intuitive & Feng Shui Services
• Consultations for Home & Business
• Real Estate Pre-Purchase Inspection
• Prep of Home for Quick Sale
• Space Clearing/Blessing
• Intuitive Consultation
Lien Bal (808) 488-6230 www.fengshui-intuitive.com
Psychic, Tarot, Past Lives Channeling, Exorcisms, Guardian
Angels & Haunted Houses By Appointment Only
(808) 646-3297
www.laiubberud.com
Author of Celebrity Pets Tell All
SOUL MIND BODY MEDICINE® Divine Healer and Guide
Certified & Trained by Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha
• Health Challenges (physical & emotional)
• Relationship issues • Spiritual blockages
• Manifestation blessings • Feng Shui
• Classes and Training
Pam Uyeunten (808) 561-2020 blessings@hawaii.rr.com

DERMATOLOGY Facial by WINNIE
European Facial • Acne • Micro
Dermabrasion • Pigmentation •
Anti-Aging • Protein Collagen Kama‘aina Specials
Free Parking (808) 778-3399 15 Years Experience

GUIDED MEDITATION By Lama Wangchuk
Tibetan Buddhist meditation instruction offered
weekly. Learn to see life and reality as manifestations
of your unique, innate qualities. Develop calm,
peaceful, compassionate mind. Call: (808) 203-7732
Email: lamagallery1@yahoo.com www.lamagallery.com

GRAND OPENING Pain Relief Massage
Therapy Relaxing Full Body Massage, LomiLomi, Shiatsu, Swedish, Deep Tissue or
Soft Massage, Sports or Facial Massage (808) 548-0002 /
(808) 218-8096

DYSLEXIA, ADD or Slow Learner?
We can teach you to read within 4 weeks Get help. Call:
(808) 591-8849
info@jobskillstraining.com
Visit: www.JobskillsTraining.com

THAI – ISSAN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Authentic Thai Massage • Sports Massage •
Deep Tissue • Lomi Lomi • Swedish, Rolfing &
Acupuncture • 655 Keeaumoku St. #205 Ph:
(808) 949-9888 MAE # 2186
P T Massage, Where 1 hour is really 60
minutes!! Trigger point, Deep Tissue,
Swedish, Energy Work, Young Living Essential
Oils and more. Distributors - Sombra.  
(808) 593-7717 www.ptmassage.com MAE #1690
HOLISTIC HEALING, LTD. Institute of BioEnergetic Medicine Dr. Barry Nutter,
D.C. Holistic Practitioner • ElectroDermal Screening Testing • Chiropractic
/ Rolfing Therapy • Ondamed Bio-Feedback • Beam
Ray Rife Technology Therapy www.ibemedicine.com
(808) 358-9777 Barry_nutter808@yahoo.com
Pancha Karma - deep, transformative cleansing and
rejuvenation of Body-mind-spirit through Traditional
Ayurvedic treatments. Dietary/lifestyle consultations and
Ayurvedic cooking instructions also available.
Kauai and Oahu anandaayurvedacenter@gmail.com
(808) 372-8669
Quick Spa Massage Clinic Your
one stop massage shop! Clinical
Bodywork, Structural Integration,
Chinese Tuina/Cupping, Reflexology, Lomi Lomi, Pohaku Hot
Stone, Herbal & Detox Body Wraps, Facelift Massage, AntiCellulite Treatment. In/Out Calls 427 Nahua St. Hon, HI
96815 (808) 924-7845 www.quickspawaikiki.com

schools/training
ICT Institute of Complementary Therapies
Elizabeth Hammond, M.Ed. Craniosacral Biodynamics,
Polarity, & Reiki Therapies Private Sessions & Practitioner
Courses (808) 392-5272 ICTeducate@aol.com
http://www.ict-energyschool.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$$ MILLIONAIRE BLUEPRINT $$ International company provides a unique Opportunity to work from home. PT/FT Looking for five entrepreneurs who want To
create a Longevity Massive Income. Complete Training
Course plus Car Incentive Program, Bonuses and Commissions. To Qualify, Call STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
at 1 (888) 887-8970
Try this FANTASTIC new
business tool at my expense to enhance your productivity and increase referrals
substantially. Fast. Simple. Economic! Contact: Sue Hillman (808)627.9422 or www.sendoutcards.com/rcc

products and services
Prostate Cancer Want to Know More
About It? Call the Hawaii Prostate Cancer
Coalition (HPCC) HOTLINE FREE Oahu Tel.
487-3295 Neighbor Isles 1-877-6264722 (1-877-MAN-HPCC) Speak with an
Experience, Knowledgeable Prostate Cancer Survivor

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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RAINBOW HEALING ARTS Supportive sessions for bodymind-spirit transformation, including Essential Oils, Reiki,
Craniosacral Therapy, Lymphatic Drainage, Emotional Clearing, Swedish Massage, Stone Therapy, Lomilomi. Reiki
Classes & Healing Oils Workshops. Kathy Edwards &
Liza Delin (808) 262-3700 (MAT#5480)
Rainbow of Fetishes
A collection of beautiful unique animal carvings and deities,
handcrafted by Native Americans. For more info contact
kepoladtb@hotmail.com Cell: (808) 225-8135
Meltdown Studio on Oahu Innovative recording studio
available to record healing music and more. With over 6
years of experience in producing healing, relaxation, spiritual
music to help bring your creation to reality for everyone to
enjoy. Extensive resource healing music library. For more information call 808-230-4527 or ronr96744@yahoo.com
FREE SERVICE Cut years off your home mortgage.
NO COST!!! Send name & address for free info. Kelala Enterprises, Pmb 202, 590 Farrington Hwy #524 Kapolei, HI
96707 Call: (808) 223-3044
GABE’S HOME IMPROVEMENT CARPENTRY & GENERAL
REPAIRS NO JOB IS TOO SMALL!! Cabinets, Replace
Kitchen Counters, Screen Doors, Windows etc...926-3212
FREE ESTIMATES
www.NaturalBodyRemedy.com Contact: DEBORAH (808)
754-6004 Independent Distributor dshpt3711@aol.com
Free Real Estate Consultations- With Mary Beth San
Juan, Realtor® and Principal Broker One of the finest
service oriented real estate companies in Hawaii helps
local and mainland home buyers and sellers of all levels.
Warm, friendly, smart, loyal and the most efficient real estate
professionals. Ph# (808) 226-7327
www.happyhawaiihomes.com
happyhawaiihomes@yahoo.com
Earth Friendly Products BE HEALTHY BE WEALTHY
Unlimited Income Potential Call: MILLIE EVANS
Independent Marketing Executive (808) 454-2427 or
(808) 386-9801 Spirit500@iglide.net
Barbara Fisher, Doctor of Acupuncture
Xcel Building 66-590 Kamehameha Highway, Suite 1 C – 1 P. O. Box 574 Haleiwa,
Hawaii 96712 Phone: (808) 637-8500
Amazing Breakthrough! Weight Loss Program All
Natural, Safe and Effective This is the Last Weight Loss
Program You Will Ever Do. For details call (808) 2849697 Distributors needed. Come grow with us!
Living Young! Relax and Rejuvenate. Sessions include
Young Living Essential Oils and products, Swedish and
Deep Tissue Massage, Reiki, Emotional Clearing. Also
specializing in pre/postnatal massage. Kris Chun, LMT
2430 (808) 224-5747 www.krischunlivingyoung.com
Kellie Kellie’s Personal Assistant Service Home Cleaning
& Home Cooking for Busy Lifestyle People Residential
& Commercial Cleaning Move in / Move out
Call: (808) 206-6518 kkl_1980@live.com
PURE BODY HAWAII Ionic Detox Foot Bath Eliminate
Toxins, Increase Energy, Enhance Vitality & Improve
Mental Clarity For local treatment in Hawaii & to buy
Detox Machine Call Ethel: (808) 255-2096
purebodyhawaii@yahoo.com

spas and retreats
The Tree of Life Retreat is a teaching and
healing retreat center dedicated to helping
others live happy, healthy inspired lives.Also
available for workshops and retreats. (808) 637-9363 or
E-mail for events schedule
energymaters@gmail.com www.treeoflifehawaii.com
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spas and retreat s

WHISPERING WINDS
Channeled Readings Pamela “Wingedwolf” Au Soul readings,
past life readings, Animal communications, Ghost evictions,
Animal Totems, Spirit communications Phone readings
available 808) 235-7536 whitehorse@hawaii.rr.com
http://wingedwolf.citymax.com

HEALERS! RECHARGE YOUR “LIGHT”
BATTERIES IN PARADISE
Nurturing Therapies, 3 day juice fasts. Swim,
Hike, Bike & Sauna. Pools with Waterfalls!
Call: Laurel White (808) 870-8573
www.lightjourneyretreats.com special price for healers

What keeps you from
thinking clearly? We
live on a biochemical
planet, swimming in drugs and pollution. There is a solution.
BUY AND READ CLEAR BODY, CLEAR MIND By L. RON
HUBBARD Order now: www.scientology-hawaii.org
Church of Scientology of Hawaii – 33 South King Street
(808) 545-5804 Email: hawaii@scientology.net
Pendulum Psychic Reading by Jayna
Reading by Healing Stones Palm Reading
Quick & Amazing Results! (808) 271-1634
Cash Only One Free Question

maui

healing modalities
Maui’s Amazing 10 day Cleanse to Spiritual Awakening
& Optimum Health Each part of our cleanse is designed
to help you achieve optimal wellness and integration of
powerful healing practices into your daily life. The cleanse
helps people to release spiritual and physical pain and
suffering. 808-575-5220; www.tophs.org
Hale Pule Yoga & Ayurveda
Myra E Lewin ERYT (808)878-8830 www.mauiyogaandayurveda.org Cleansing workshops/retreats, Ayurvedic cooking/eating, all aspects of Raja Yoga, healing therapies, energy
management. 200hr YA teacher-training. Over 20 years
experience. Individualized, compassionate, transformative.
Amrit Ayurvedic Healing Maui
Offering Authentic Ayurvedic Treatments
and Consultations. Workshops & classes
in Ayurveda, Ayurvedic Massage, and
Pranic Yoga Margo Uma Gal Certified Ayurvedic
Practitioner since 1987 808-250-7161 amritamarg@
gmail.com www.amritayurvedichealing.com

p ro duct s and ser vic es
Get Emotional Support & Give It
Want to receive Compassionate Listening, Goal Achievement
Coaching or other types of supportive counseling for free?
Exchange half hour peer counseling sessions through Phone
Buddies. You’re first month’s membership is free so you can
try it out at no cost. Go to www.phone-buddies.com
CRYSTALS-KEYS TO UNLOCK EARTHGATES
Self Healed Brazilian Quartz, Japan Law Twinflames, Clusters,
Points, Herkimers, Shamanic Permaculture stone planting,
planetary acupuncture...collectible, wholesale, Tucson 25
years... Richard Sun 808-879-3161 Cell 808-298-7048
email lononeo@aol.com www.pangaia.cc

personal growth & develoment
Eva Geueke 20 years of Feldenkrais®,
Posture Coaching, Qi Gong, Capoeira Dance
Instructor-Contact Improvisation, WaveWorks- a
Mind-Body Spirit Continuum, E Wahine TrainingsWoman Empowerment Call for Workshops, classes and
sessions Maui 808-344 0925 www.ewahine.com
Transformation in One Session:
Debra Greene, Ph.D.
Integrative approach, incredible results, satisfaction
guaranteed. Individuals, Couples, and Workshops.
(808) 874-6441
www.joyfulenergy.com

i nt ui tiv e and spiritual
Robin Eagle Sage LMT, Medical Intuitive. Clairvoyant
readings, energy healings by phone. (Any subject) Exact
cause and cure for your “condition”
Ph# (808) 268-8501 www.SageSchoolOfLight.com

Hawaii an Cere mo nie s
Feel the Aloha Spirit…
Maui Weddings and Vow Renewals
Photography, Baby Blessings, Hawaiian Blessings for all
Occasions, Spiritual Counseling, Private Sessions and
Funerals Kahu Alalani Hill (808) 891-AKUA (2582)
www.hawaiianceremonies.com

h a wa i i

S chools / T r a i n i n g
Attention Local Healers. The Traditional Chinese Medical
College of Hawaii (Big Island) offers a unique nationally
accredited 4 year masters program in acupuncture and
Chinese medicine. We train healers, not just practitioners.
Now accepting enrollment applications, student loans are
available. (808) 885-9226. www.tcmch.edu

mainland

pr oduct s and servic es
ANCIENT BIBLICAL HEALING SCIENCE
Wise Men gave baby Jesus Frankincense/Myrrh.Recent lab
reports reveal two most powerful immune builders!Free CD,
1-888-506-2460 aromalife@bellsouth.net
Timeshares are History! Membership has
its privileges. You’ve just found the answer
to making your vacation dreams a reality.  
Details: www.Resorts4Royalty.com
waynehinrichs@msn.com (651) 388-2540

personal growth & Development
PSYCHIC READING By PEARL
Love, Finance, Relationship, Aura Cleansing, Reunites Loved
Ones Removes Bad Luck!
1 FREE Question (832) 771-7428
p.c123@hotmail.com

i nt ui tiv e and spiritual
PSYCHIC INSIGHT
Soulmate Questions Psychic ASHTON Professional
Psychic 20 yrs experience Spiritual, clairvoyant, gifted &
ethical. Helped 1,000’s world wide. For positive insights and
Answers to your questions call Ashton for a 1 on 1 Psychic
reading.
(786) 873-7818 1 free reading

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PIANO TUNING PAYS!!!
Learn at home with American Piano Technician School
Home-Study Course 10 Lessons,
Tools included & Diploma granted
(800) 497-9793

healing modalities
NATURE’S SUNSHINE
One stop shopping for a healthy lifestyle!
Women’s Health, Men’s Health, Immune
Boosters, Weight Management, Daily Energy
& Vitality, Wellbeing, Structural System Support, Circulatory
System, Intestinal, Enzymes, Probiotics, Allergy & More
Greg S. Smith Nature’s Sunshine Products Manager
(530) 243-3354 NSP ID: 237527-4
herbpatch@email.com www.herbpatch.biz

Wellness Products & Services
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The World of Diamond Alignment

Step into the Diamond Energy Field Online and Accelerate Soul Evolution
The great myths throughout time have always pointed to mankind’s
inner search for freedom and greater purpose in life. My soul has
always been on this quest…seeking to be free of limitations and
more consciously connected with the unlimited power of the Divine.
Diamond Alignment was the divine answer to my soul’s search for this
ultimate freedom and conscious connection. Since 1997 it has been
my soul’s task to bring this multi-dimensional technology, transmitted
to me from the higher planes, into physical form so that its activation
could be accessed by individuals worldwide.

We look forward to having you join Diamond Alignment subscribers
who have come from every continent and over 50 countries in
receiving and spreading Diamond joy and equanimity across the
globe. We are hearing a tremendous variety of uplifting results from
the six-minute Diamond Experience, including opening of the heart,
awakening of passion and purpose and the ability to handle life in a
more empowered and graceful way. The positive effects of Diamond
Alignment have been universal...transcending all differences in race,
creed and culture.

An exquisite oasis in our high-tech world, the official Diamond
Alignment website is a purely experiential Flash-animated site
that is home to the premier Diamond Alignment Experience... a
transcendent multi-sensory energy experience that frees your body
from stress and tension, clears your mind of fear and worry, and
connects you to your inner wisdom and joy...in six minutes. In the
Diamond Alignment Experience I guide you into the Diamond Energy
field…the field of pure awareness that is beyond but including all
polarity. Basking in this energy field allows us to experience the
joy and equanimity of Oneness and a welcomed respite from all
opposition. Stepping into this portal is at once ancient and futuristic.
Like the ancient thongas, mandalas and sacred art forms of the East
which emanate a highly charged frequency, the animated multisensory Diamond Experience transmits a highly charged frequency
that is viscerally felt in the body. This sacred transmission activates
alignment with the indestructible, brilliant Diamond Self within and
its Divine blueprint for our lives.

As the light of each individual’s Diamond Blueprint is turned on, it
interconnects with the other Diamond blueprints of light across the
world and adds to the brilliance of a vast Diamond network. It is
this global Diamond matrix that brings forth the highest Diamond
potential of our world, enabling us to uplift the human experience
individually and collectively.

In my 21 years of awakening and growth, Diamond Alignment has
also been one of my strongest tools to transmute the density and
toxicity that overlay our innate joy and aliveness. The high-frequency
Diamond Energy turns on the light within our cells and raises the
vibration of our physical, mental and emotional bodies. This higher
vibration neutralizes the limiting thoughts, feelings and patterns that
dim our light and transmutes the toxicity that we naturally encounter
in our everyday world. Most Diamond receivers report immediate
relief and consistent Diamond Alignments ultimately free us even
from the collective thoughts and patterns which I call the trance. The
subtle yet profound six-minute journey is a true respite from our linear
world, and leaves us more awake, more aware and able to meet our
challenges from a more expanded perspective…with the power of
knowing we are larger than any of our circumstances.
I invite you to step into the world of Diamond Alignment at www.
DiamondAlignment.com. (See the diamond on the back cover.) Come
view the free introduction and/or treat yourself to a subscription of
a three-session pass for just $10. The use of headphones will greatly
enhance your experience!
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If you’re not ready for the premier Diamond Alignment Experience…
you’ll enjoy our Diamond Resource websites below … available free
of charge. These rich audio-visual sites offer invaluable information
and allow visitors to experience “tastes” of the Diamond Energy
Transmission …preparing them for the premier six-minute Diamond
Alignment Experience which is exclusively accessed via three levels
of paid subscriptions on the official Diamond Alignment Transmission
site.
I look forward to your presence in the
Diamond energy field Jacqueline Joy
Founder
Diamond Alignment
www.DiamondAlignment.com.
Gateway to Wealth of Being
www.GatewaytoWealthofBeing.com
This lusciously soothing site belies its power to free us from the illusive
grip of our horizontal trance and awaken us to the joy of vertical
soul alignment… which fuels the creation of wealth of being ...the
ultimate gift of Diamond Alignment.
The Diamond Alignment Story
www.DiamondAlignmentStory.com
On this site you’ll journey with me through the power and mystery
of the divine energy transmissions that enabled me to fully awaken
from my life-threatening horizontal trance and develop the sacred
technology that delivers Diamond Energy Transmissions to individuals
worldwide.

Wellness Products & Services

“We are all given the ability to discover the secrets of
life if we are able to understand “how” to peek in at the
knowledge provided us... however, that knowledge may
not be what we have been taught. Instead, it goes beyond our
conscious beliefs into the realm where ALL ANSWERS
LIE...” Mona Klinger-Brown
Mona (Klinger) Brown, LMT, Medical Intuitive license #3289
…An advocate for the body…
As a body intuitive, vibrational healer and massage therapist Mona
Klinger has been a remarkable body worker for over 20 years. In
addition to her experience in Reiki, polarity therapy, structural
therapy and vibrational medicines, Mona has had the unique
experience of studying with Cherokee medicine woman, “Double
Eagle” Karen Land and spent time studying in Hawaii for eight
months on the Big Island in Hilo to learn directly from Lomi Lomi
masters and Kupuna to bring back the traditional Hawaiian healing
that
carries
the
knowledge
that
all healing comes
from love. Along
with
Vibrational
Medicine,
Mona
has taught classes
entitled Truth or
Consequences
of
the Human Body,
The Truth’s in You at
library’s in Hilo,
Hawaii; From Depth
to Peace in Eugene,
Oregon and is currently doing talks entitled Intuition for Health in
Bend, Oregon. Mona’s insight, knowledge, and direction have been
well received throughout the west coast.
Michael Brown
…Rejuvenating the Spirit, mind and body…
Since the early 90’s Michael has dedicated his life to a personal
exploration of the cause and effect of energy on the Spirit, mind
and body. He apprenticed for 5 years with Anne Davis, an
intuitive, energetic healer. During his apprenticeship he acquired
the knowledge to read the energy of the body. This lead to
working on and effecting change on a cellular level, therefore
allowing for a quicker recognition and release of that which stands
in the way of internal healing.
Since 1996 Michael has worked as a spirit, mind and body
counselor utilizing energy and inner guidance. He guides
workshops designed to help people understand the value of
creative manifestation and the laws of attraction. He is currently
combining and continuing the work with his wife and partner,
Mona.

Mona and Michael are living in
Hilo, Hawaii and are conducting
retreats, along with regular
workshops monthly to help
awaken the Spirit within to the
understanding of the changes (on
many levels) that are happening
today!
Please check our website for current dates and location
for these important events. Next retreat will be August
28th-31st in Hilo.
Remember… “Minds are like Parachutes… They only
function when open!”
I came to Mona and Michael for energy therapy, which was
a new term for me. My friend recommended them to me
after her first couple of sessions and I
could see a huge difference in her. I
walked in somewhat skeptical and the first
thing that happened was this wonderful
woman came straight over to give me a
hug and immediately made me feel at
home. She and Michael truly have a gift
from God. I got more out of my first 2
sessions with them than the last 10 years
in traditional therapy! There’s no judgment
or pressure and the entire session is
all about YOU. I never thought I could
feel the way I do and I’m beginning to find out
who I’m really becoming. What is happening is
nothing short of amazing! All I can say is thank you for helping me
discover the real me! I love you both! Kristie L. of Bend, OR
“Mona was recommended to us by a relative almost 12 years
ago and we have been so happy with the results we wouldn’t
go anywhere else! The difference between Mona and other
LMT’s is that she is one of the most positive, passionate, and
energetic people we have ever met. She is genuine. Mona
honestly cares about each and every individual she works on
and takes pride in being able to make a difference in their
well being. I know without a doubt that she has helped me
with my athletic career as well as the minor tension and
stress
related
problems
of
normal day life that most people
experience.” - Sally and Heather of
Eugene, OR
For more information contact
Rainbow’s Inn Retreat Center
in Pahoa
(808) 965-9011 or
(541) 419-8019
www.synergyconnection.org
www.inspirationjournal.com
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“The Most Amazing Thing is That It Really Does Work!”
By Annette Thompson
I have tried several methods of taking off the

also started taking the supplements. My

about life. I eat sensibly, 5 small meals a

inches and losing the weight.Even when I

experience is that these are incredible

day and drink about 8-12 glasses of water

thought I had found something that worked,

products and they really do work. I am

per day. The water keeps me hydrated and

it always came back on and sometimes even

losing weight easily in a short period of time

feeling full, which is really important in

more. Nothing seemed to work for the long

and it is staying off.

taking off inches and weight. One day when

term; it didn’t matter what I did or didn’t do,

I didn’t drink as much water, I felt hungry

what I ate or didn’t eat. I felt depressed, I

I went from a size 14 to a size 8 and have lost

but, it wasn’t that I was hungry; it was that I

was out of breath. Climbing the stairs I would

over 78” of fat over my whole body in just 5

was dehydrated.

have to stop and catch my breath; I was

I am still toning and tightening while

low on energy, I tired easily, I walked

losing the inches, so I don’t have

very slowly. I was cranky, frustrated,

excess saggy skin. My face looks like

and not enjoying life. My stomach

I had a lift; I don’t have the double

jiggled and there was a permanent line

chin any more and my face has lost the

from my clothes and it always sagged

puffiness. My stomach is a lot smaller

down. I had batwings for triceps. I

and it doesn’t jiggle and sag anymore.

completely stopped going shopping

I go up stairs with ease and I have an

for clothes because I would spend 4 ½

overall feeling of well being. I enjoy

hours looking for something that would

life, I am upbeat. I have lots of energy

look good. I didn’t like how anything

and I walk fast now. I really like the

looked on me or how it would fit, and

fact that they are all natural products

most didn’t fit. Then I would just give up

and that my eating habits remain the

and end up not buying anything..

same. I eat normal food I like to eat
everyday without special diets, shakes,

In August of 2007 I was introduced

or cookies. I have not exercised and I

to some products that are all natural

have had no surgery.

that require no special diets, no surgery and

months. I am continuing to get more toned,

are affordable. At first, I was very skeptical,

tightened and still losing inches. People stop

As they say, a picture is worth a thousand

of course, but I saw some before and after

me and say “You look great!” and ask me,

words. Look at my pictures here. That was

photos that were very intriguing. I was

“What are you doing?” “Whatever it is, I

in just 5 months. I would be very happy to

offered a 90-day challenge and I thought,

want to do the same thing!” and “You look

answer any questions you have about these

“What do I have to lose, I’ve already tried

so much younger!”

products and the company that provides

everything else.” I especially like that there
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them.

wouldn’t have to be any diets or surgery, as

When I go shopping for clothes, I spend 10

these are especially important to me.

minutes looking before seeing something I

Mahalo Nui Loa

like. I try it on, like how it looks and fits,

Annette Thompson

I began using the products the way the

purchase it, and many times even walk

directions explained; applying the partial

out of the store wearing it. It’s such a great

Decide. Commit. Succeed.

body applicator every 3 days and the toning

feeling. I have lots of energy, I feel happy,

(808) 722-2504

and defining gel in between applications. I

enthusiastic, rejoicing, loving and excited

www.inchesoffinparadise.com
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Wellness Products & Services
Hyperbaric Oxygen – A Safe and Effective Therapy
By Dr. Kevin R. Gibson, Naturopathic Medicine and Acupuncture

Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)
involves the inhalation of 100%
oxygen inside a chamber pressurized
above sea-level atmospheric pressure.
HBOT substantially increases the
amount of oxygen dissolved in
all body fluids, including blood
plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, and
lymph. Increased oxygen in these
fluids provides oxygen directly to
under-oxygenated (hypoxic) tissues,
supplementing the usual transport
system by hemoglobin molecules in
the blood.
HBOT is very effective in the treatment
of carbon monoxide poisoning,
crush injuries, radiation necrosis,
and poorly healing wounds and infections. Numerous medical
studies show HBOT to be an effective treatment for many additional
indications in which local or global tissue hypoxia is present.
Among the most significant are brain injury caused by respiratory
hypoxia or other brain insult, such as head trauma or stroke. These

Crystals &
Gems Gallery

4489 AKU Rd, HANALEI
808 826 9304
www.crystals-gems.com
wec@hawaii.rr.com
With over 100 types of minerals
& crystals from tumbled sizes
up to six foot tall caves, Crystals
& Gems Gallery offers you
the opportunity to experience
the beauty and power of
the
mineral
kingdom.
P e o p l e
constantly tell
us how good
they feel when
they come into
our store. The
resonance of
our
crystals
has a healing/balancing effect
on everyone. Our vision is to
have every home blessed with
the splendor of our crystals.
Owner/designer,
Tanize
W Kotsol, shares her time
traveling around the world
hand selecting high quality, one
of a kind minerals, which are

then transformed into unique,
exotic,
and
inspirational
jewelry pieces.

brain injuries produce regions of chronically reduced blood flow
(hypoperfusion) in the brain, with consequent tissue hypoxia in
these regions. Brain SPECT scans (which measure tissue viability)
have conclusively demonstrated that some neurons in these regions
remain alive but are “idling” in a low metabolic state which prevents
normal function. SPECT scans taken before and after a series of
HBOT treatments have shown that HBOT can revive these idling
neurons in many cases, producing long term improvement in both
brain perfusion and day to day function.
Dr. Gibson has been in the public health field for 25 years with a
background ranging from toxicology and environmental science to
sports medicine and primary health care. He holds a doctorate
in naturopathic medicine and master degrees in traditional chinese
medicine and environmental science. Dr. Gibson specializes in
chronic illnesses such as fatigue, immune deficiencies, chemical
sensitivity/mercury toxicity and gastrointestinal
disease.
Call: Dr. Kevin Gibson
(808) 955-9556
kevin@mahalo.net www.drkevin.org
1481 South King Street # 312
Honolulu, HI 96814

CONNECTIVE BODYWORK…

AWARENESS ORIENTED MASSAGE THERAPIES
Massage is more than pain reduction and feeling good.

We also offer Crystal Healing
Certification Courses (affiliated
with the Crystal Academy of
Healing Arts) from October 2429, 2008. Apprentices will
learn the healing properties of
crystals and stones, how to use
them to activate their chakra
system, clear their aura and
emotional body, consciously
reprogram
the mind and
usher the light
of spirit into the
physical body.
Candidates
interested in the
Certification
Course
can
contact Tanize
at 808 634 6661 or pick up a
brochure /registration form at
the store.

TOUCH CAN ACCESS CONCSCIOUSNESS, providing a
DOORWAY TO GREATER FREEDOM. When we are touched,
awareness naturally flows to the area. The feelings, beliefs, and
motivations that are connected to this region become available.
When touch is offered in a way that says: ‘you can notice what
happens inside… while I’m touching
you here’; and you are interested
and willing: exploration, expression,
insight, and/or healing often occurs.
As consciousness shifts, we open
to a deepening awareness. We
can experience beyond the stories
of our life to re-discover and re-rest
into the beautiful Human Capacity of Presence of Being… this
immediate moment. The journey is often potent, profound, and/
or celebrational.   The body relaxes, opens and supports further
healing as well as a higher-level of living.

Tanize has been working with
crystals since 1996 and is a
certified Crystal Resonance
Therapist and Teacher for the
Crystal Academy of Healing
Arts.

Lee Joseph and Carole Madsen have been providing classes and
private sessions in Awareness Oriented Bodywork for over 30
years (the last 18 on Kauai). The Pacific Center for Awareness
and Bodywork offers workshops and a six month Professional
Program. For info: 828-6797 or visit our web site at:
www.awarenessandbodywork.com

We use our bodies, according to how we feel and believe. For
example, when we feel safe or trusting, our bodies feel and
express differently than when we feel threatened or insecure. If
you do anything long enough or strong enough the body takes on
patterns. This is an EMBODIMENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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Charley Castex – International Psychic Consultant
Charley Castex is a full time professional psychic consultant and spiritual teacher. Internationally acclaimed,
his background includes extensive psychic work across the US, Canada and Europe. His loyal and recurrent
clientele currently spans five continents. Charley is a protégé of the founder of The Texas Parapsychology
Association, psychic Joe Nicols, who provided the inspiration for the full acceptance of his gift. He was also
fortunate to apprentice with world renowned Native American Medicine Man and author Sun Bear. During
Charley’s auspicious career as a psychic consultant, he has been a key advisor for executive personnel of CBS
TV, Bosch, BF Goodrich, MetLife and FedEx as well as other Fortune 500 companies interested in employee
relations and hiring profiles. Below are a few of the many testimonials from grateful clients.
I wanted to send a thank
you to Charley for my recent
consultation. I feel like he
took a snapshot of my soul
in its current position on my
journey of life. I feel validated,
grounded and most empowered
since the reading. Charley is
a wonderfully talented reader
and I feel honored to have had
the opportunity to receive his
guidance.
Katherine F
Having
always
met
with
Charley in person, I was a bit

apprehensive about a phone
consultation. It’s not that I
doubted in any way his ability to
do the job; I’m just a very face-toface kind of person. Yesterday’s
phone reading was awesome!
The guidance I received was
exactly what I needed. Please
tell Charley thanks again!
Tavia T
I am so grateful for Charley’s
insight. As he correctly saw,
I have been feeling very lost
and in limbo. He provided
reassurance, useful feedback,

and a clear confirmation of my
loving mother’s presence from
the other side. I feel like a dark
cloud has lifted- I now have a
renewed sense of clarity, my
compliments to Charley on his
well-honed skills. I would also
like to thank him for keeping his
fees reasonable enough that we
“common folk” can easily benefit
from his gift.
Anne S
The most accurate, compassionate
and wise psychic I have ever
met...and I have met many!”
Carolyn B

“Having been in the field of
psychic research for 30 years,
I feel that Charley Castex is the
best psychic medium that I have
ever encountered.”
Sydney S
A reading from Charley Castex
is always a wow!
He has
dazzled me over and over again
by both his stunning accuracy
and the heartfelt depth of his
perceptions.
Suzy G

Charley Castex is an international Psychic consultant acclaimed for his clairvoyant accuracy and profound spiritual guidance. He empowers
soul’s world-wide via phone consultations as well as in person tours. To schedule either a phone appointment or an in-person sitting, please
call 808-595-6570 or send e-mail to info@charleycastex.com.

PROSTATE CANCER IN
HAWAII

The National Cancer Institute (NCI) predicts
that there will be 186,320 new cases of
prostate cancer diagnosed in the United
States this year, and there will be 28,660
deaths due to this disease.
Prostate cancer is the second most common type
of cancer among men in this country. Only skin
cancer is more common. Out of every three men
who are diagnosed with cancer annually, one has
prostate cancer.
Prostate cancer forms in tissues of the prostate, a
gland in the male reproductive system, located
below the bladder, and in front of the rectum. It
usually occurs in older men but has been found
in some men in their mid-30s. According to the
American Cancer Society, 930 new cases of
prostate cancer will be diagnosed in Hawaii during
2008, and 138 men in Hawaii will die of it.
The Hawaii Prostate Cancer Coalition (HPCC) is
a volunteer non-profit, IRS 501 (c) (3), tax-exempt,
charitable organization, founded in 2006 by
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representatives from various prostate cancer support groups. More
than 200 men and women throughout Hawaii give their time and
talents to bring awareness of prostate cancer to fellow citizens.
HPCC is affiliated with the National Alliance of State Prostate
Cancer Coalitions (NASPCC) www.naspcc.org., an alliance of 34
state organizations. The Alliance endorses a proactive approach
for early detection of prostate cancer by urging
all men age 40 and older to have digital rectal
examinations (DREs) and a blood test for Prostate
Specific Antigen (PSA), an inexpensive marker.
Men who are high risks for prostate cancer are
urged to begin annual testing at age 35.
HPCC’s mission is to make prostate cancer a
primary health care priority in Hawaii, and to
eliminate it as a cause of suffering and death.
We strive to save lives by promoting awareness of
prostate cancer in Hawaii, with special emphasis
on prevention, early detection, treatment options,
and survival.
For more information about prostate
cancer or HPCC support groups, call our
toll free Hotline Oahu (808) 487-3295 or
from Neighbor Isles 1-(877) 626-4722

Wellness Products & Services
What’s in the air you breathe?
By Charleen Cuellar

Some of the most polluted air is inside your
home. 42,000 dust mites can live in an
ounce of house-dust. A 1500 square foot
home will generate more than 1,000 ounces
of dust each year and host 15 species of
dust mites.
From the floor of the House of
Representatives, indoor air pollution
has been called our greatest
Environmental problem.
Bacteria live in heating and cooling ducts,
garbage, bathroom, on house pets. Mold
spores are in heating and cooling ducts,
damp clothing, moisture on ceilings, walls,
carpets, drapes. We breathe tons of polluted
air into our bodies.

Today we deal with poor air quality in our
homes, pollutants in our water. Add the
latest energy crisis, poor nutrition, and many
people’s uncertain economic future. Issues
like these are important to us.
New Technology Reduces Exposure
to Infectious Germs
Take control of your environment with
ActivePure technology. Developed by
NASA Proven to eliminate
99.99%
of
bacteria,
mold, viruses, including
MRSA and Bird Flu, and
harmful particles in the air,
including smoke!

I come from a long line of Gypsies (the psychic kind, who
also had incredible longevity).
Amazingly, my mother (who
used to do readings from her
crystal ball) painted a picture
of me before I was born.
I consider my Ayurveda Guru,
Dr. Vasant Lad, among the
enlightened teachers through
whom I have had the grace

Healthy Home Technologies,
Business Opportunity www.purelifeco.com
www.activepure.com/purelifeco
www.tryfreshair.com/purelifeco
Independent Distributor
– Charleen Cuellar
808-744-1677,
800-961-6115,

We have a purpose: To
enhance and improve the
quality of living indoors by
providing products which

Hanalei Day Spa/Ayurveda
Center of Hawaii

by Darci
I have been practicing Ayurveda for 15 years; I have also
been a massage therapist and
yoga teacher during that time.

bring safety, convenience, and beauty, and
to provide a life-changing opportunity for
anyone willing to work.

Frankel
to receive my education. Dr.
Lad and I have always had a
strong bond with one another;
I have tried my best to be an
earnest and dedicated Chela
(student) to Dr. Lad, and I still
feel very connected to him. I
enjoy orchestrating my staff
(I have anywhere from 7-12
people working with me),
which includes administrative
duties, designing spa services,
designing and maintaining
2
web
sites,
graphics,
advertising, exercise, and
cooking for myself and loved
ones. I seem to have a gift
of kinesthetic intuition with my
hands. For example, while in
Ayurveda school, in the guru
kula program, I would watch
Dr., Lad do a consultation, take
a pulse, and then I would intuit
the pulse reading.
Warmly, Darci
Darci Frankel
Spa Owner
Hanalei Day Spa/Ayurveda
Center of Hawaii
808.826.6621 Spa
808.635.9726 Cellular
808.826.1811 Om

eq@freshairliving.com

Jane Ely, Ph. D., D. Min.
Indigenous Healer and Counselor
in Private Practice
Lihue Office: 808-245-4246,
Waimea, Kauai Office:
808-338-9747
Mainland Office:
570-807-4989
Training Program Begins
Fall 2008
For
years
our
indigenous
elders
have been living
models of what is
know known as
Holistic
Healing.
Today,
indigenous
healing
models
are pointing the
way for individual
transformation and on a larger
scale for world-wide awakening
as a human species. Elders from
world-wide indigenous cultures
are sharing energy medicine on
a global scale for the first time in
history. This is exciting news.
Dr. Jane Ely [Cherokee-Mi’kmaq]
teaches a four level certified
program entitled:
Energy
Medicine and Ecopsychology,
rooted in traditional indigenous
wisdom and healing practices.
Ely says, “ We are living in

increasingly
complex
and
overwhelming times. Our world
is changing at a rapid rate,
and so are we as a species.
Many challenges are awaiting
our attention, beginning with
taking responsible action for
our individual healing.
As
Gandhi said...”We
must be the change
we with to see in the
world.” The call for
action is NOW. It is
time to engage one
person at a time in
the healing process.
What does healing
mean
to
you?”
Energy
Medicine
and
Ecopsychology
offers
Skillful Means for navigating
life, supports deep life-sustaining
change and manifestation of
your life’s task through training
in energy medicine techniques,
personal insight practices, selfawareness training and activation
processes. Level One of Four is
taught in 5-two day weekend
classes on Kauai. If you are
interested in applying, please
call 808-245-4246 to speak
with Jane about the program.

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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Dyslexia is a learning
disability that hinders
By Dennis Brooks
reading
progress,
which may affect 1 in 4 Americans. People who have dyslexia have
problems decoding and translating written text into correct speech
sounds. Those who have mild dyslexia may go on to become good
readers, writers, and professionals. Those who have severe dyslexia
may never learn to read well without intense tutoring in phonics and
decoding. The key to defeating dyslexia is teaching the phonetic
alphabet and having the student use it to sound-out both familiar and
unfamiliar words. Tutoring must be intense and
taught with high standards of proficiency.

Dyslexia Help!

With help, most dyslexia students will be able
to overcome the reading problem. It may take
as little as 2-4 weeks for mild dyslexia or as much as 6-8 weeks
to overcome the more severe form of dyslexia. The good news is
that now that we understand the problem, anyone with dyslexia can
improve his or her reading skills with intense, small group or one-to-one
tutoring. Job Skills Training is offering “Catch Up With Reading”
for people who have dyslexia, ADD/ADHD, slow learners, gifted,
and students learning English as a second language.

Catch Up With Reading is a comprehensive program that takes
students from poor readers to college level readers in a relatively
short period of time. It was developed for people who have specific
reading disabilities such as dyslexia but is proving successful for
children who are just learning to read as well as for adults who fell
behind and never caught up in school.
Multi-sensory Teaching methods are the most effective for
teaching reading. This approach means helping a person learn to
read using more than one of the senses. Most teaching in schools
depends on either sight or hearing. The
student’s sight is used for looking at diagrams,
books, pictures, or for reading what’s on
the board. The sense of hearing is used in
listening to what the teacher says, but teachers
do not have time to discuss the issues with the students and make
sure they understand what is being taught. That is why some students
fall behind in reading. Once they fall behind, it’s difficult to catch up.
If you know of someone who needs help, we guarantee success!
To get help, call Job Skills Training, 808 591-8849, or visit
our website for more information: jobskillstraining.com

Radiation from wireless devices penetrates the skull.
By Mona Blair
Are we compromising our health
or our children’s health by the
convenience of using a cell phone?
This worldwide technology is so pervasive
that by 2010, 90% of the world population
will be using cell phones and have wireless
internet coverage. Our children are the most
at risk because they are much more affected
by the radiation, due to their thinner skulls
and developing bodies.

fields can cause a variety of health issues
such as chronic insomnia, damage to the
immune system, leukemia, lymphoma, and
other cancers.
Awareness is the first key to protection since
electromagnetic radiation cannot be seen,
tasted, smelled or touched. In our home we
can remove extension cords from under our

There has been a 30% increased
risk of brain tumors since the
inception of cellular phones
as reported in the March
2003 International Journal of
Oncology.
Electro-magnetic radiation (EMR)
accumulates in our body from
electronics devices, appliances,
and wiring in our homes the
microwave radiation emitted from a cell
phone has the ability to heat up human tissue
in the area the phone is set against. Thermal
imaging and stress response tests show this
thermal effect which may cause headaches,
fatigue, tissue swelling, tingling, and other
potentially long term dangers.
Current research suggests the possibility that
long term exposure to electric and magnetic
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Primary intervention eliminates the cause of
the problem.
Secondary intervention allows the body to
restore proper intercellular communication.
When intercellular communication breaks
down, illness is the result.
The tertiary intervention prevents the problem
and symptoms from recurring.
This means dietary, lifestyle and
nutritional support are vital.
Robert O Becker, MD, comments,
“ I have no doubt in my mind that
at the present time, the greatest
polluting element in the earth’s
environment is the proliferation
of electromagnetic fields. ….”

bed, move electrical alarm clocks further
than an arm’s length away and shut off all
appliances when not being used.
Solving the problem of electro-pollution
necessitates following the public health
paradigm, which addresses three distinct
interventions, primary, secondary, and
tertiary.

The situation is serious, but the
choices we make can minimize
the harm and positively affect our health.
Mona Blair has worked in the field of
energy protection for many years, is an
Advanced Biofeedback Practitioner, retired
teacher and librarian.
Call Mona for safe solutions at:
1-406-285-3033 or email her at
mona_blair@msn.com

“What is the
one thing
I can do to
have better
health?”
“Start drinking alkalized
and ionized water.”
Dr Robert Young

The Alkaline Ionized water produced by our
systems, which include the 9 stage Biostone
filter, is as close as we can come to turning our
tap into a pure mountain stream - alkaline, rich
in free electrons, silky, and energized.
Alkaline Ionized Water has many names but
the defining features are constant:
• Oxygenating
• Alkalizing
• Micro-Clustered
• Super Hydrating
• Cleansing
• Rich in Beneficial Minerals
• Catalyst for Healing
The crystal above was grown by Dr
Emoto from a sample of our water.
No wonder Dr. Theodore Baroody, Alkalize
or Die, writes: “I have administered over
5000 gallons of this water for about every
health situation imaginable. I feel that
restructured alkaline water can benefit
everyone.”
Our systems are endorsed by Dr. Baroody
and Sang Whang (Reverse Aging). Dr.
Robert Young considers our systems “the
top performing units available on
the market today”.
We’ve done our
own extensive research, including side by
side tests. We appreciate the superior filter,
plate technology, cleaning system (preventing
scale), R&D, and technical support, all at a
reasonable price.
Shosanah & Neal Chantara 808-828-1107
www.ionways.com/aloha
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Thank you for helping us grow

Mahalo to the following companies who are helping Inspiration
bring together a community of wellness-minded individuals who
reach out and enhance the lives of others.
KAUAI DISTRIBUTION

 %ARLIEST SAFEST DETECTION OF BREAST
DISEASE WITH NO COMPRESSION OR
RADIATION
 ! BREAST CANCER STARTS GROWING UP
TO  YEARS BEFORE IT CAN BEE SEEN
BY MAMMOGRAM 4HERMOGRAPHY
ACCURATELY MONITORS THESE EARLY HEAT
CHANGES
 -AMMOGRAPHY IS ONLY  ACCURATE FOR
WOMEN UNDER  4HERMOGRAPHY IS 
ACCURATE FOR ALL AGES EVEN WITH IMPLANTS
 "Y APPOINTMENT ON /AHU AND +AUAI

LIHUE
Alexander Salon and Day Spa
Curves
Deli and Bread Connection
Kauai Athletic Club
Kauai Business Services
Kauai Chamber of Commerce
Kauai Chiropractic Center
- Ryan Smith
Kauai Community College
Life’s Treasures
Natural Health Center
- Dr. Dubey
Seven Seas Trading Co.
Sone’s Deli
Starbucks
Tip Top Restaurant
Tropic Isle Music Co.
Vim & Vigor
HANALEI/PRINCEVILLE
Papaya’s Natural Foods
KILAUEA
Northshore Pharmacy
WAILUA/KAPAA
Bikram Yoga
Blossoming Lotus
Blossoming Lotus Bakery
Kauai Center for Holistic
Medicine
Papaya’s Natural Foods
Safeway
Seto Building Offices
Sign and Print Machine, Inc
Starbucks
KOLOA/POIPU
Christian Riso Fine Art &
Framing
Kauai Osteopathic
Koloa Library
Poipu Shopping Center
Seasport Divers
KALAHEO
Kalaheo Coffee Co.
WESTSIDE
Eleele Big Save
- Shopping Center
West Side Clinic
Hanapepe Cafe
Hanapepe Library
Storybook Theatre
Aloha and Paradise
Hart Felt Massage
Waimea Big Save
Waimea Plantation Cottages
OAHU DISTRIBUTION
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KAHALA
Umeke
YMCA

WAIKIKI/KAPAHULU
Qinway Qigong Institute
Waikiki Comm. Ctr
Ruffage
Running Room
Unity Church
DOWNTOWN
HONOLULU
Clark Hatch Fitness
Hawaii Wellness Institute
Richards YWCA
Main Library
State Capitol
Holistic Wellness Center of
Hawaii
The Orchid Room
The TFT Center
Open Space Yoga
MOILIILI
Public Library
Kokua Market
Serendipity Books
Lotus Health Center
KAILUA
Bookends
Hina’ea Spa
YMCA
Public Library
Down to Earth
Morning Brew
AIEA/PEARL CITY
Aiea Public Library
Brain Respiration Wellness
Jelly’s
Good Health
P.C. Public Library
KAIMUKI
Coffee Talk
Prosperity Corner
Yoga Hawaii
Native Winds
Public Library
Essential Nurturance
SAAB Hawaii
MIDTOWN HONOLULU
Central YMCA
Borders
Sedona
Sports Authority
House of Health
Photoplant
MANOA
Nuuanu YMCA
It’s a Beautiful Day Kafe
Curves
Manoa Chiropractic
KANEOHE/Kailua
Straub Family Health Center
Public Library

Kokokahi YWCA
Whole Body Therapy
WAIMANALO
Waimanalo Health Center
School and Public Library
HAWAII KAI
Straub Family Health Center
Bikram Yoga
Mililani
Public Library
NORTH SHORE
North Shore Therapeutic
Massage
North Shore Wellness Retreats
Paradise Found Café
Chevron Food Mart
Haleiwa Health Ctr
M. Matsumoto Store
Coffee Gallery
Waialua Public Library
Ka’ala Healing Center
KONA DISTRIBUTION
Kona Dry Cleaners
in the Old Industrial area.
The Club - Kailua-Kona
The Club Aerobics Facility
Kona Natural Foods in the
Crossroads Shopping Center
Borders in Kailua
Makai Chiropractic
Akash Healing Center
MAUI DISTRIBUTION
Crystal Shop - Kihei
Hawaiian Moon Health Foods
- Kihei
Joy’s Healthy Eatery- Kihei
Kihei Medical Center
Lava 405 and Starr Salon- Kihei
Maui Academy of Healing Arts
- Kihei
The Lotus- Yoga Studio- Kihei
The Face Place Spa - Kihei
GNC- Kihei
Mana Foods - Paia
Maui Book Sellers
Studio Maui
Maui Body and Soul Spa
Dr. Doucette Kinesiology Clinic
- Kahului
Advanced Chiropractic/Applied
Kinesiology Clinic
Dr. Debra Greene Office
Blue Bamboo - Wailuku
Unity Church of Maui - Wailuku
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Advertising closing dates for
camera ready ads:
September - October
is July 15
November - December
is September 15
January - February 2009
is November 15
Reserve your space today!
For more information call
Richard Diamond (Kauai)
808-821-1253
Paul Reynolds (Kauai)
650-773-3422
Ganshet Nandoskar (Oahu)
808-923-2170
Inspiration on the web.
Download this entire issue
and recent past issues.
Visit www.inspirationjournal.com
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